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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to an automated, real-time aircraft optimization system and method for generating mul-
tiples solutions to repair disruptions in aircraft routes.
[0002] Specifically, a method and system for using tertiary operations in repairing Grounded Aircraft Routes, and more
particularly a method and system for swapping flight sequences among a Grounded Aircraft Route, and two Available
Aircraft Routes to cure the irregularities in the Grounded Aircraft Route in real time while maintaining time and space
feasibility in both the Available Aircraft Routes and the Grounded Aircraft Route.

RELATED APPLICATION

[0003] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/364157 filed on July 30, 1999, and assigned to the assignee of the present
invention, which corresponds to EP-A-1 079 204 published on February 28, 2001, a prior art in the sense of Article 54
(3) EPC.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] EP-A-1079 204 which is assigned to the assignee of the present application, discloses a real time aircraft
optimization engine that uses Unary, Binary, and Three-Way Operations for repairing a Grounded Aircraft Route, a route
of an aircraft which has been grounded for a specific period of time. The Unary Operations cancel and uncancel or do
nothing to the Grounded Aircraft Routes. The Binary Operations repair a Grounded Aircraft Route through actions
performed with one Available Aircraft Route, a route of an aircraft which is available for use in a solution of a flight
schedule irregularity. Tertiary Operations are used to repair a Grounded Aircraft Route through actions with two Available
Aircraft Routes. The system in which the aircraft optimization engine of the above patent application operates is illustrated
in Figure 1.
[0005] Referring to Figure 1, a functional block diagram of the environment in which the invention operates is shown,
where a user interface referred to as an Optimization Server I is in electrical communication with a user by way of a bi-
directional communication path 2, and receives a request for optimal solutions to a specific flight schedule disruption.
In response to the request, the Optimization Server 1 initializes an Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 by way of a bi-directional
communication path 4, and provides the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 an Aircraft Problem Specification. The Aircraft
Optimization Engine 3 processes the Aircraft Problem Specification and generates a set of optimal solutions including
aircraft reassignments and flight modifications to overcome the disruption. The solutions are transmitted over commu-
nication path 4, and through the Optimization Server 1 and bi-directional path 2 to the user.
[0006] The Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 further initializes a Crew Optimization Engine 5 by way of a bi-directional
communication path 6 to determine whether the optimal flight solutions are efficiently supported by flight and service
crews.
[0007] During operation, the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 and the Crew Optimization Engine 5 communicate by way
of bi-directional communication paths 10 and 11, respectively, with a memory system such as a disk storage unit 9
having stored therein memory objects containing all of the data used by the engines to solve problems. For example,
the memory objects include instances of Station, Market, Aircraft, Fleet, Subfleet, Maintenance, and Flight classes, and
are created and updated by the Data Collection Unit 12 and the Data Update Unit 13, respectively.
[0008] The Data Collection Unit 12 receives complete information for stations, markets, aircraft, fleets, subfleets,
maintenance, and flights from the user by way of bi-directional communication path 14. Thereafter, the Data Collection
Unit 12 creates memory objects which are supplied by way of a bi-directional communication path 15 for storage in the
disk storage unit 9, and at memory locations specified by a Memory Mapping Unit 16 along a bi-directional communication
path 17. Further, the Data Update Unit 13 receives revisions to the memory objects from the user over a bi-directional
communication path 18, and supplies corrections through a bi-directional communication path 19 to the objects identified
by the Memory Mapping Unit 16.
[0009] The Memory Mapping Unit 16 receives control signals from the user over a bi-directional communication path
20, and in response thereto identifies the addresses of the memory objects in the disk storage unit 9 which are being
operated upon. By means of the Memory Mapping Unit 16 and the Data Update Unit 13, the user is able to keep the
data stored in the Disk Storage Unit 9 current with the data being supplied to the user by way of communication path 2.
[0010] At any given time, the memory objects of the Disk Storage Unit 9 reflect the existing flight environment, including
identifications of protected flights which are not to be canceled or delayed; flight sequences or routes for each aircraft;
the stations or airports to be used by the aircraft; the fleets and subfleets assigned to each station; station closure times;
fleet arrival and departure curfews; inviolable and violable maintenance schedules; aircraft seat capacities; fleet oper-
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ational ground times; operations costs; flight disruption costs; subfleet disruption costs; and revenue and passenger
information for each scheduled flight.
[0011] The Aircraft Problem Specification received by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 upon being initialized by a
request from the user, further includes the identification of grounded aircraft; the stations where aircraft groundings have
occurred; the start and end times of each of such groundings; the identification of available aircraft; the identification of
protected flights; recovery period start and end times; maximum allowable flight delays; and flight cancellation and ferry
creation restraints.
[0012] Based upon the above information a solution comprised of flight delays and cancellations, Ferry Flight creations,
as well as aircraft reassignments is produced
[0013] In the prior art invention disclosed in the above patent application, a solution is sought by first executing Unary
Operations, then Binary Operations, and lastly Three-Way Operations until all Available Aircraft Routes have been
processed to achieve solutions for all Grounded Aircraft Routes. See Figure 3 of the above patent application. More
particularly, Available Aircraft Routes are chosen two at a time, and a local neighborhood search is performed (i.e., the
above set of operations are performed on the Grounded Aircraft Route to identify time and space feasible solutions),
and thereafter two additional Available Aircraft Routes are chosen and the process repeated.
[0014] One Binary Operation that is disclosed is a Swap Operation in which flight sequences of one route are replaced
with flight sequences of another route. A Three-Way Swap also is disclosed which is comprised of removing a first
sequence of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, removing a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft
Route, removing a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, replacing the first sequence with the
second sequence of flights, replacing the second sequence with the third sequence of flights, and replacing the third
sequence with the first sequence of flights.
[0015] The above Three-Way Swap Operation requires three entities to be considered through a brute force method
which is time consuming because three flights are considered at a same time, which is not tolerable in an environment
demanding real time solutions such as occurs in aircraft flight schedules. In order to alleviate this problem, a solution is
sought which would reduce problem complexity to a consideration of only two aircraft at a time by taking advantage of
conditions found while performing Binary Operations that could be used in Tertiary Operations including Three-Way
Swap Operations in accordance with the present invention. That is certain states found while performing Binary Operations
are later used in Tertiary Operations in real time.
[0016] To achieve this, the system and method of the invention comprises the features claimed in claims 1 and 6.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] The definitions set forth in the Description of Preferred Embodiments and EP-A-1 079 204 apply to this summary.
[0018] An improved method for conducting local neighborhood searches among three or more aircraft routes to cure
any irregularity in a Grounded Aircraft Route, where states of previously executed Binary Operations performed on the
Grounded Aircraft Route and Available Aircraft Routes are stored, time and space feasibility tables are created from the
stored values, and Tertiary Operations (Three-Way Swap Operations and other operations conducted on three aircraft
routes in accordance with the invention) related to said feasibility tables then are conducted on the Grounded Aircraft
Route and Available Aircraft Routes to reconfigure each of the aircraft routes to effect a repair to the Grounded Aircraft
Route in real time.
[0019] In one aspect of the invention, each flight sequence or subroute which is moved or swapped among aircraft
routes must be time and space feasible. Further, for a Binary Operation to be feasible, both aFeas and gFeas must have
a Boolean value of true. With Three-Way Swap Operations, only one of aFeas and gFeas need have a Boolean value
of true. Other Tertiary Operations may have different combinations of aFeas and gFeas Boolean values.
[0020] In a second aspect of the invention, time and space feasible table pairs are generated from gFeas and aFeas
values determined from Binary Operations conducted on a Grounded Aircraft Route and plural Available Aircraft Routes,
and the tables are searched for matching Grounded Route Indices (gH,gT) to indicate that a Tertiary Operation is feasible.
No additional evaluations except feasibility between Available Aircraft Routes need take place. Each entry in the tables
captures the positions of the subroutes for both the Grounded Aircraft and an Available Aircraft that were used to perform
a prior Binary Operation.
[0021] In another aspect of the invention, a Grounded Feasible Table and an Available Feasible Table are generated
from known values of aFeas and gFeas, and the tables are searched for matching Grounded Route Indices (gH,gT) to
indicate that a Three-Way Swap Operation is feasible. No additional evaluations except feasibility between Available
Aircraft Routes need take place. Each entry in the tables captures the positions of the subroutes for both the Grounded
Aircraft and an Available Aircraft that were used to perform a prior Binary Operation.
[0022] In a further aspect of the invention, Tertiary Operations include a Three-Way Swap Operation, and variants
thereof which may consist of a Three-Way Swap Operation and another operation. Pivot Points occurring in either a
Grounded Subroute or an Available Subroute that are produced by such a variant may be represented in one or both
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of the feasible tables needed for Tertiary Operations.
[0023] In still another aspect of the invention, each feasible table pair generated from values of aFeas and gFeas
determined from Binary Operations conducted on a Grounded Aircraft Route and plural Available Aircraft Routes is
specific to a particular Tertiary Operation. If either table contains no data, that particular Tertiary Operation is not per-
formed. If both tables are populated, then that particular Tertiary Operation is performed to create new ones of the
Grounded Aircraft Route, and Available Aircraft Routes upon which the operation was conducted.
[0024] In a still further aspect of the invention, certain of the Binary Operations conducted on the Grounded Aircraft
Route, and the Available Aircraft Routes are detected to determine which Tertiary Operation tables will be created, and
hence which Tertiary Operations will be performed.
[0025] In yet another aspect of the invention, an N-Way Swap Operation is provided for conducting a local neighborhood
search of a Grounded Aircraft Route and N-1 Available Aircraft Routes to swap time and space feasible sequences of
flights among all N routes to repair the Grounded Aircraft Route, where N is any whole number greater than or equal to 3.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026] Additional objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following
detailed description when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a prior art system in which an aircraft optimization engine operates;

Figure 2 is a graphical representation of a Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 3 is an operations logic flow diagram which depicts the relationship of Figures 4 through 10B in performing
the present invention;

Figure 4 is a logic flow diagram of the method of the invention in executing a sequence of Tertiary Operations;

Figures 5A and 5B are logic flow diagrams of the invention in executing an ADD Candidate Operation;

Figures 6A and 6B are logic flow diagrams of the invention in executing an Add Swap Candidate Operation;

Figures 7A and 7B are logic flow diagrams of the invention in executing a Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance
with the present invention;

Figure 8 is a logic flow diagram of the invention in executing an Add Move And Cancel Grounded Candidates
Operation;

Figure 9 is a logic flow diagram of the invention in executing an Add Move Available Candidates Operation;

Figures 10A and 10B are logic flow diagrams of the invention in executing a Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel
And Standby Operation.

Figure 11 is a graphic representation of an N-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the present invention; and

Figure 12 is a graphic representation of a pair of Available Aircraft Routes and a Grounded Aircraft Route which
have been reconfigured through use of an N-Way Swap Operation.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0027] Preferred embodiments of the invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

DEFINITIONS

[0028] The following definitions, whether occurring with capitalization or in lower case, are used consistently throughout
this specification in disclosing the invention. Those definitions used but not specifically defined herein are taken from
EP-A-1 079 204.
[0029] Tertiary Operation includes within the scope of its definition a Three-Way Swap Operation and variants thereof
which are in conformance with the present invention.
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[0030] Neighborhood means a set of solutions derived through the combination of operations that may be performed
on a Grounded Aircraft Route.
[0031] Grounded Aircraft Route means the route of an aircraft grounded for a specific period of time.
[0032] Available Aircraft Route means the route of an aircraft that is available for use in a proposed solution to a flight
schedule problem. That is, the set of grounded aircraft is a subset of the available aircraft set.
[0033] Phantom Route means a sequence of flights that are canceled during solution generation.
[0034] Source Route means Grounded Aircraft Route.
[0035] Target Route means Available Aircraft Route.
[0036] Available Subroute means one or more flight segments of an Available Aircraft Route.
[0037] Grounded Subroute means one or more flight segments of a Grounded Aircraft Route.
[0038] Flight Segment means part of a subroute.
[0039] Pivot point refers to the point at which a subroute is split into two subroutes. Only one pivot point may occur in
any subroute.
[0040] Real Time as used herein means that as a result of operations irregularities being reduced in complexity,
multiple solutions to an operations problem may be created in less than a minute, and usually in mere seconds, even
when the number of Available Flights considered in a proposed solution increases beyond two.
[0041] A Cancel Operation is an operation which cancels one or more flight segments from a route.
[0042] A Move Operation is comprised of the removal of one or more flight segments from a source route, and the
insertion of the flight segments in a target route.
[0043] Add Move Available Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is comprised of a removed sequence
of flights from a source route and an intersection of a target route.
[0044] Add Move And Cancel Available Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is comprised of a removed
sequence of flights from a source route, and a cancelled sequence of flights from a target route that is replaced by the
removed sequence of flights from the source route.
[0045] Add Move And Cancel Grounded Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is comprised of a removed
sequence of flights from a source route, an interjection of part of the removed sequence into a target route, and the
cancellation of the remainder of the removed sequence.
[0046] Add Swap Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is comprised of a removed sequence of flights
from a source route that is inserted into a target route, and a removed sequence of flights from the target route that is
inserted into the source route.
[0047] Add Swap And Cancel Available Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is comprised of a removed
sequence of flights from a source route that is inserted into a target route, a removed sequence of flights from the target
route that is inserted into the source route, and the cancellation of all remaining flight sequences from the target route.
[0048] Add Swap And Cancel Grounded Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is comprised of a removed
sequence of flights from a source route that is inserted into a target route, a removed sequence of flights from the target
route that is inserted into the source route, and the cancellation of all remaining flight sequences from the source route.
[0049] Wherever the term "Grounded" is used, this equates to the term "source". Wherever the term "Available" is
used, it equates to the term "target".
[0050] Add Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Candidate Operation generates a table entry, which is com-
prised of a removed sequence of flights from a source route that is inserted into a target route, a removed sequence of
flights from the target route that is inserted into the source route, the cancellation of all remaining flight sequences from
the source route and the target route.
[0051] There are eleven operations that perform the Tertiary Operations comprised of a Three-Way Swap Operation
in accordance with the invention, and other operations conducted on three aircraft routes:
[0052] Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the present invention is comprised of the removal of a first
sequence of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available
Aircraft Route, the removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of the
first sequence with the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence, and the
replacement of the third sequence with the first sequence, wherein each of the above steps occur through determining
when Binary Operations have been performed, capturing the state of those operations, creating a Grounded Feasible
Table and an Available Feasible Table based upon such states, and thereafter proceeding in accordance with the logic
flow of Figures 7A and &B..
[0053] Three-Way Move With Available Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft
Route, the replacement of the second sequence with the first sequence, and the insertion of the second sequence into
a second Available Aircraft Route.
[0054] Three-Way Swap With Available Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft
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Route, the replacement of the first sequence with a portion of the second sequence, the replacement of the second
sequence with the first sequence, and the insertion of the remaining portion of the second sequence into a second
Available Aircraft Route.
[0055] Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the insertion of a portion the first sequence into a first Available Aircraft Route,
and the insertion of the remaining portion of the first sequence into a second Available Aircraft Route.
[0056] Three-Way Swap With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft
Route, the replacement of the first sequence with the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with
a portion of the first sequence, and the insertion of the remaining portion of the first sequence into a second Available
Aircraft Route.
[0057] Three-Way Swap With Move Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence of flights from a Grounded
Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of
the second sequence with the first sequence, and the insertion of the second sequence into a first Available Aircraft Route.
[0058] Three-Way Swap The Dw Way Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence of flights from a
Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft Route, the removal
of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of the first sequence with the
second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence as well as part of the first sequence,
and the replacement of the third sequence with the remaining part of the first sequence.
[0059] Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft
Route, the removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of the first
sequence with part of the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence, and the
replacement of the third sequence with part of the first sequence, and the cancellation of the remainder of the first
sequence as well as the cancellation of the remainder of the second sequence.
[0060] Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Second Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft
Route, the removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of the first
sequence with part of the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with part of the third sequence,
and the replacement of the third sequence with the first sequence, and the cancellation of the remainder of the second
sequence as well as the cancellation of the remainder of the third sequence.
[0061] Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence of flights
from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft Route, the
removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of the first sequence with
part of the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence, and the replacement of
the third sequence with the first sequence, and the cancellation of the remainder of the second sequence.
[0062] Three-Way Swap And Cancel Grounded Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence of flights
from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first Available Aircraft Route, the
removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement of the first sequence with
the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence, the replacement of the third
sequence with part of the first sequence, and the cancellation of the remainder of the first sequence.

DESCRIPTIONS

[0063] In the following descriptions, the claimed invention is disclosed in detail through use of a combination of defi-
nitions, tables, logic flow diagrams, textual guidance, and examples to provide the know-how necessary to implement
and perform the identified Tertiary Operations as well as those which will be identified only through flight irregularities
not yet addressed.
[0064] It is to be understood that the Tertiary Operations described herein depend upon Binary Operations previously
being performed by the aircraft optimization engine disclosed and claimed in EP-A-1 079 204.
[0065] As before stated, a prior art Three-Way Swap Operation is a brute force method comprised of the removal of
a first sequence of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights from a first
Available Aircraft Route, the removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route, the replacement
of the first sequence with the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence, and
the replacement of the third sequence with the first sequence.
[0066] Referring to Figure 2, a Three-Way Swap solution for a Grounded Aircraft Route irregularity is depicted, which
identifies the feasibility relationships among the Grounded Aircraft Route and two Available Aircraft Routes in accordance
with the invention.
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[0067] For the solution of Figure 2 to be acceptable, it is necessary that each flight sequence swap be time and space
feasible. That is, a flight sequence to be added that occurs before a flight sequence to be replaced would not be part of
an acceptable solution. Further, a flight sequence occurring between two airports in Canada would not be acceptable
for swapping with a flight sequence occurring between two airports in the United States.
[0068] The feasibility requirements of an acceptable solution for the Grounded Aircraft Route of Figure 2 may be
described as follows:

gFeas: The first Available Subroute is time feasible in the Grounded Aircraft Route.
aFeas: The Grounded Subroute is time feasible in the second Available Route.
sFeas: The second Available Subroute is time feasible in the first Available Aircraft Route.

[0069] In order to have a valid Three-Way Swap in conformance with the present invention , gFeas 21, aFeas 22 and
sFeas 23 must be true. A Binary Operation will produce an aFeas and a gFeas. These two values will reflect the complete
feasibility of that operation, with an outcome of one of the following possibilities:

[0070] For a Binary Operation to be considered successful, both aFeas and gFeas must represent a Boolean value
of true. For a Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the present invention, it is not necessary for the outcome
of a Binary Operation to produce a Boolean value of true for both aFeas and gFeas. Referring to Figure 2, it may be
observed that for a Grounded Subroute to be placed into the second Available Aircraft Route, only aFeas 22 needs to
have a Boolean value of true. Further, for the first Available Subroute to be placed into the Grounded Aircraft Route,
only gFeas 21 needs to have a Boolean value of true. The only unknown is that of placing the subroute of the second
Available Aircraft Route into the first Available Aircraft Route. The feasibility of this later action is determined through a
Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the present invention.
[0071] The known values of aFeas and gFeas will be used to build tables for Tertiary Operations in accordance with
the invention. The method for preprocessing feasibility results from a given Binary Operation, and the method of building
such tables now will be disclosed. The method parameters are as follows:

The index of the Available Aircraft (aircraft identification)
The Grounded Aircraft Route
The indices representing a Grounded Subroute’s starting and ending positions
The first Available Aircraft Route
The indices representing an Available Subroute’s starting and ending positions
The Boolean value of gFeas
The Boolean value of aFeas

[0072] The above information is used to build the tables that will represent the state of a Binary Operation. Two tables
are used to hold the state information.
[0073] A Grounded Feasible Table contains information for each Binary Operation that produces a gFeas of true. That
is, the table will hold only those entries that were found to be feasible when swapped into a Grounded Aircraft Route
during the Binary Operation.
[0074] An Available Feasible Table contains information for each Binary Operation that produces an aFeas of true.
This table will hold only the swap entries that were found to be feasible when swapped into an Available Aircraft Route
during the Binary Operation.
[0075] As Available Aircraft Routes are operated upon by the Binary Operations, the above tables are continually
updated until all combinations of Binary Operations have been exercised. A determination then is made whether a Three-
Way Swap exists which is feasible. That is, for each member of the Grounded Feasible Table, the Available Feasible
Table is searched to find a matching (gH, gT) pair. If such a pair is found, a third route is formed which is comprised of
two Available Aircraft Routes.
[0076] Since the Grounded Aircraft Route and the Available Aircraft Route pairs are checked for feasibility during the
Binary Operations, no additional evaluations except feasibility between Available Aircraft Routes need to take place.

TABLE I

aFeas 0 0 1 1

gFeas 0 1 0 1

, where 1= Boolean value true
0=Boolean value false
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That is, if all Binary swap combinations are feasible, then the Three-Way Swap is feasible and may be identified as a
feasible solution.
[0077] By way of example, three aircraft routes are represented in Table II below, where:

G represents a Grounded Aircraft Route;
A 1 represents a first Available Aircraft Route;
A2 represents a second Available Aircraft Route;
Aircraft identifiers or indices are represented by 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,& 7; and
Airports or Stations are represented by a, b, c, d, g, x, 1, m, h, & f.

[0078] Table III below lists all the feasible Binary Swap Operations that can take place from the above routes of Table
II. The Grounded Route Indices are those that describe the actual positions of the two stations being swapped out of
the Grounded Aircraft Route. The Available Route Indices are those that describe the actual positions of stations that
can be swapped out of the first Available Aircraft Route (A1) or the Second Available Aircraft Route (A2). Referring to
the first row of Table II, the station pair (a,b) at start/end positions (0,1) in the Grounded Aircraft Route (G) can be
swapped with the first Available Aircraft Route (A1) flight segment occupying start/end positions (2,4), and further can
be swapped with the second Available Aircraft Route (A2) flight segment occupying start/end positions (3,4). That is,
each of the swaps is both time and space feasible.

[0079] An anomaly occurs when a swap is performed between a starting position on a Grounded Aircraft Route and
ending positions of the Available Aircraft Routes as occurs in row 5 of Table III. Normally, a swap is performed between
equivalent stations in both the starting and ending positions, but in this case the ending stations are not equivalent. This

Table II

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

G a b c a d b a g

A1 x l a m b a l h

A2 f g h a b a h x

TABLE III

Origin Station Destination Station Grounded Route Indices Available Route Indices
A1: First Available Aircraft Route
A2: Second Available Aircraft Route

a b G (0,1) A1 (2, 4) A2 (3, 4)

a a G (0, 3) A1 (2, 5) A2 (3, 5)

a b G (0, 5) A1 (2, 4) A2 (3, 4)

a a G (0, 6) A1 (2, 5) A2 (3, 5)

a g G (0, 7) A1 (2, 7) A1 (5, 7) A2 (3, 7) A2(5,7)

b a G (1, 3) A1 (4, 5) A2 (4, 5)

b a G (1, 6) A1 (4, 5) A2 (4, 5)

b g G (1, 7) A1 (4, 7) A2 (4, 7)

a b G (3, 7) A1 (2, 4) A2 (3, 4)

a a G (3, 6) A1 (2, 5) A2 (3, 5)

a g G (3,7) A1 (2, 7) A1 (5, 7) A2 (3, 7) A2 (5, 7)

b a G(5,6) A1 (4, 5) A2 (4, 5)

b g G (5, 7) A1 (4, 7) A2 (4, 7)

A g G (6, 7) A1 (2, 7) A1 (5, 7) A2 (3, 7) A2 (5, 7)
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type of swap can only take place when the ending position is the last station within the recovery period in both the
Grounded Aircraft Route and the Available Aircraft Routes. The index number 7 depicts this condition in Table III.
[0080] The record fields of the Grounded Feasible Table IV and the Available Feasible Table V below are defined as
follows:

gH: index of the start of the Grounded Subroute

gT: index of the end of the Grounded Subroute

idx: Available Aircraft identifier

aH: index of the start of the Available Subroute

aT: index of the end of the Available Subroute

[0081] Taking from Table III, the Grounded Feasible Table IV contains the following data:

[0082] Also taking from Table II, the Available Feasible Table V contains the following data:

[0083] For some Tertiary Operations, the construction of Tables IV and V may differ slightly by the addition of columns
to accommodate an aggregate operation. Such an occurrence arises in performing Binary Operations which separate
a Grounded Subroute or an Available Subroute into two segments, such as for aggregate Cancel Operations. In this
event, a pivot point is introduced that represents the point at which a subroute is split into two subroutes.to form a swap
or Move portion and a Cancel portion. Such a pivot point may occur in either the Grounded Subroute or the Available
Subroute, and is denoted by gP or aP, respectively, when captured in a table. By way of example, Table VI below
includes the fields gP and aP:

TABLE IV

gH gT idx aH aT

0 1 1 2 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 3 1 2 5

0 3 2 3 5

0 7 1 2 7

0 7 1 5 7

0 7 2 3 7

0 7 2 5 7

TABLE V

gH gT idx aH aT

0 1 1 2 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 3 1 2 5

0 3 2 3 5

0 7 1 2 7

0 7 2 5 7
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[0084] In this form, if a field in the table is not needed to store the state for a given Binary Operation, the field may
take the value of "-1" to signify that the field is not being used. By making use of each of the forms represented by Tables
IV, V, and VI, all states for the Tertiary Operations can be captured and solved.
[0085] These tables can be represented programmatically by container classes. A container class is defined as a
class defined in terms of an incomplete definition with the incomplete part being an indeterminate type to be defined as
a parameter to the class. Two container classes are needed to hold the search criteria for any of the Tertiary Operations.
Both container classes are sorted associative containers, which provide the ability for fast retrieval from the collection
based on keys. The container classes used are as follows:

Set<Key>: This container class supports unique keys and provides fast retrieval of the keys themselves.

Map<Key,T>: This container class supports unique keys (of type Key) and provides fast retrieval of another type, T,
based on the keys.

[0086] These container classes are used in the following way:

set<gH, gT, idx, aH, aT>

Key:

[0087]

gH: index of the start of the Grounded Subroute
gT: index of the end of the Grounded Subroute
idx: Available Aircraft identifier
aH: index of the start of the Available Subroute
aT: index of the end of the Available Subroute

[0088] map<pair<gH, gT>, set<idx, aH, aT>, less<pair<gH, gT:> > >

Key:

[0089]

gH: index of the start of the Grounded Subroute
gT: index of the end of the Grounded Subroute

T:

[0090]

idx: Available Aircraft identifier
aH: index of the start of the Available Subroute
aT: index of the end of the Available Subroute

[0091] By way of example, as in a Three-Way Swap Operation, the set container class will store the information for
each Binary Operation that produces a gFeas of true. This set container class will hold only those entries that were found
to be feasible when swapped into the Grounded Aircraft Route during the Binary Operation. The key to this set is
comprised of the starting and ending points, as a pair of indices, of the available subroute (aH and aT) that were able
to swap into the Grounded Aircraft Route (gH and gT), the Available Aircraft index (idx).
[0092] As above, by way of example, as in a Three-Way Swap Operation, the map container class will store the
information for each Binary Operation that produces an aFeas of true. This map container class will hold only the swap

TABLE VI

gH gP GT idx aH aP aT

0 3 6 1 2 -1 4
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entries that were found to be feasible when swapped into the Available Aircraft Route during the Binary Operation. The
key to this map contains the pair of indices that make up the starting and ending points of the Grounded Subroute (gH
and gT) that was able to swap into the Available Aircraft Route. The value type of the map is a set comprised of the
Available Aircraft index and the Available Subroute indices (aH and aT) that were used in the Binary Operation.
[0093] In disclosing the invention herein, a table approach has been used for clarity in grasping the nuances of the
various embodiments.
[0094] From user requirements and expertise in the field, we have knowledge of the types of Tertiary Operations that
will produce the best solutions for given problems. These Tertiary Operations are built from combinations of Binary
Operations, from which information is captured and stored in the form of two tables and in terms of the feasibility of
placing one subroute into another aircraft route.
[0095] There are two main processes that make up Tertiary Operations:

I. The creation of the tables that hold the data from the prior Binary Operations, and that are used in the execution
of the Tertiary Operations.

II. The execution of each of the Tertiary Operations, using the data from the two tables created from earlier performed
Binary Operations.

[0096] The process flow begins by entering Binary Operations performed by U.S. Patent Ser. No. 09/364157. All
Binary Operations specified in the above application are executed. When the Binary Operations have been performed,
the state of each of the operations is captured in a table. These steps are performed in the logic loop from logic step 33
through logic step 41 of Figure 3, and further clarified in Figure 5A and 5B which denote which Binary Operations will
cause the generation of which tables used in Tertiary Operations. After all Binary Operations have been performed, all
tables needed for Tertiary Operations are created and populated, if the constraints for population have been met.
[0097] The logic steps 42 through 47 of Figure 3 enter and perform all Tertiary Operations, as further clarified by Figure
4 which denotes all Tertiary Operations to be performed. Within each Tertiary Operation, the two tables that are associated
with that operation are checked. If either table contains no data, then that operation is immediately exited, and the next
operation is performed. If both tables are populated, than the logic will be performed to construct a new Grounded Aircraft
Route, a new first Available Aircraft Route, and a new second Available Aircraft Route from the data in each of the tables.
Once all Tertiary Operations have been executed, the Tertiary Operations are exited.
[0098] The two tables that are generated are specific to the Tertiary Operation that will make use of them. Each entry
in the tables will capture the positions of the subroutes for both the Grounded Aircraft and an Available Aircraft that were
used to perform a prior Binary Operation.
[0099] The actual tables generated, and manipulated in accordance with the Tertiary Operation to which they relate,
are as follows:

Grounded Feasible Swap Table
Available Feasible Swap Table
Standby Available Feasible Move And Cancel Table
Grounded Feasible Move Table
Standby Available Feasible Table
Standby Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel Table
Standby Grounded Feasible Table
Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table
Swap And Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table
Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table
Swap And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table

[0100] Once the two tables are formed, one entry from one table is compared against one entry from another table in
such a way as to search for correlation within the Grounded Subroutes that are captured. From such correlation, a
Grounded Subroute and two Available Subroutes can be manipulated to build the Tertiary Operation. The building of
three new aircraft routes as a alternative optimum solution is governed by the type of Tertiary Operation that is performed.
[0101] Each of the Tertiary Operations which are performed in accordance with the invention are described below,
beginning with a Three-Way Swap Operation. In each description, the tables to be generated are identified, and are built
in accordance with the guidelines given in connection with the description of Figures 5A and 5B.
[0102] A Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the invention is comprised of the removal of a sequence of
flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route as indicated by gH and gT in a Grounded Feasible Swap Table; the removal of
a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table
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and indicated by aH and aT in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table; and the removal of a sequence of flights from an
Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field of the Available Feasible Swap Table and indicated by aH and aT.
Thereafter, the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute and defined by gH and gT in the Grounded
Feasible Swap Table are replaced by the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute that are pointed
to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table defined by aH and aT. Further, the sequence of flights making
up the Available Aircraft Subroute that is pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table and defined
by aH and aT, is replaced with the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute that are pointed to by
the idx field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT. Lastly, the sequence of flights making up
the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by idx in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, is
replaced with the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table
that is defined by gH and gT.
[0103] A Three-Way Move With Available Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH and gT in the Standby Available Feasible Move And Cancel
Table, the removal of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Standby
Available Feasible Move And Cancel Table and defined by aH and aT, and the identification of an insertion point in the
Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move Table. Then, the sequence of flights
making up the Available Aircraft Subroute that is pointed to by the idx field in the the Standby Available Feasible Move
And Cancel Table and defined by aH and aT is replaced by the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft
Subroute and defined by gH and gT in the Standby Available Feasible Move And Cancel Table. Lastly, the sequence
of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Available Feasible Move
And Cancel Table and defined by aH and aT is inserted before the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft
Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move Table and defined by aH and aT.
[0104] A Three-Way Swap With Available Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH and gT in the Standby Available Feasible Table, the removal of
a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Available Feasible Table
and defined by aH, aP and aT, and the identification of an insertion point in the Available Aircraft Route pointed to by
the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move Table, and defined by aH and aT. Then, the sequence of flights making up
the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Available Feasible Table and defined by aH
and aT, is replaced with the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gT in the
Standby Available Feasible Table. Next, the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by
gH and gT in the Standby Available Feasible Table is replaced with the sequence of flights making up a portion of the
Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Available Feasible Table and defined by aP and
aT. Lastly, the sequence of flights making up the remaining portion of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the
idx field in the Standby Available Feasible Table and defined by aH and aP is inserted before the sequence of flights
making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move Table defined by
aH and aT.
[0105] A Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH, gP and gT in a Standby Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel
Table, the identification of an insertion point in an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in a Standby Grounded
Feasible Move And Cancel Table, and defined by aH and aT, and the identification of an insertion point in an Available
Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in a Grounded Feasible Move Table defined by aH and aT. Thereafter, the
sequence of flights making up a portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gP and gT, is inserted before the
sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Grounded Feasible
Move And Cancel Table defined by aH and aT. Lastly, the sequence of flights making up the last portion of the Grounded
Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gP, is inserted before the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft
Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move Table and defined by aH and aT.
[0106] A Three-Way Swap With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH, gP and gT in a Standby Grounded Feasible Table, the removal
of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Grounded Feasible
Table defined by aH and aT, and the identification of an insertion point in the Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the
idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move Table defined by aH and aT. The sequence of flights making up the Available
Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Grounded Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT, is
replaced by the sequence of flights making up a portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gP and gT in the
Standby Grounded Feasible Table. The sequence of flights making the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and
gT in the Standby Grounded Feasible Table is replaced by the sequence of flights making up a portion of the Available
Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Standby Grounded Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT. Lastly,
the sequence of flights making up the last portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gP is inserted
before the sequence of flights in the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible
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Move Table and defined by aH and aT.
[0107] A Three-Way Swap With Move Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence of flights from a
Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH and gT in the Grounded Feasible Move Table, the identification of an insertion
point in a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Move
Table and defined by aH and aT, and the removal of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to
by the idx field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT . The sequence of flights making up the
Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT,
is inserted before the sequence of flights in an Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded
Feasible Move Table and defined by aH and aT. Lastly, the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute
pointed to by the idx field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced by the sequence
of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gT in the Grounded Feasible Move Table.
[0108] A Three-Way Swap The Dw Way Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence of flights from a Grounded
Aircraft Route defined by gH and gT in a Grounded Feasible Swap Table, the removal of a sequence of flights from an
Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in a Grounded Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT in the
Grounded Feasible Swap Table, and the removal of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to
by the idx field of an Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT. The sequence of flights making up the
Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gT in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table is replaced by the sequence
of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table and
defined by aH and aT. Next, the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field
in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced by a sequence of flights making up a
portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute and defined by gH and a flight index less than that of gT in the Grounded
Feasible Swap Table. This is accomplished by iterating through the indices of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute, starting
from gH and ending before gT, and leaving at least one portion from that point to the end, gT, to swap. A swapped
Grounded Aircraft Subroute portion is defined by both the starting and ending indices containing the identical airport.
Lastly, the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Available
Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced by the sequence of flights making up the last portion of the
Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by what is left from the end of the first portion until that of gT in the Grounded
Feasible Swap Table.
[0109] A Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH, gP and gT in a Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded
Feasible Table, the removal of a sequence of flights from the Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the
Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table and defined by aH, aP and aT, and the removal of a sequence
of flights from the Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field of the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined
by aH and aT. Then, the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gT in the
Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table is replaced with the sequence of flights making up a portion
of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible
Table and defined by aP and aT. Thereafter, a Phantom Route is generated with the sequence of flights making up a
next portion of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded
Feasible Table and defined by aH and aP. Next, the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed
to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced
with the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Available Feasible
Swap Table and defined by aH and aT. The sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by
the idx field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, then is replaced with the sequence of flights
making up the first portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gP and gT in the Swap And Cancel Available
And Grounded Feasible Table. A second Phantom Route then is generated with the sequence of flights making up the
next portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gP in the Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded
Feasible Table.
[0110] A Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Second Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence
of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH and gT in the Swap And Cancel Available And Second Feasible
Table, the removal of a sequence of flights from the Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And
Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table and defined by aH, aP and aT, and the removal of a sequence of flights
from the Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field of the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Swap Table and
defined by aH, aP and aT. Then, the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and
gT in the Swap And Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table, is replaced by the sequence of flights making up a
portion of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available And Second
Feasible Table and defined by aP and aT. A Phantom Route next is generated with the sequence of flights making up
a next portion of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available And Second
Feasible Table and defined by aH and aP. The sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed
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to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced
by the sequence of flights making up a portion of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap
And Cancel Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aP and aT. A second Phantom Route is generated with the
sequence of flights making up the next portion of the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap
And Cancel Available Feasible Table defined by aH and aP. Lastly, the sequence of flights making up the Available
Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table and defined by aH and
aT, is replaced by the sequence of flights making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute pointed to by gH and gT in the
Swap And Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table.
[0111] A Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available Operation is comprised of the removal of a first sequence of flights
from a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH and gT in the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table, the removal
of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available
Feasible Table and defined by aH, aP and aT, and the removal of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route
pointed to by the idx field of an Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT. Then, a sequence of flights
making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gT in a Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table, is
replaced by a sequence of flights making up a first portion of an Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field
in the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table and defined by aH and aP. A Phantom Route is generated with a
sequence of flights making up a next portion of an Available Aircraft Subroute defined by aP and aT in the Swap And
Cancel Available Feasible Table. Next, the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by
the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced by the sequence
of flights making up an Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in an Available Feasible Swap Table and
defined by aH and aT. Lastly, the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx
field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced by the sequence of flights making up
the Grounded Aircraft Subroute and defined by gH and gT in the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table.
[0112] A Three-Way Swap And Cancel Grounded Operation is comprised of the removal of a sequence of flights from
a Grounded Aircraft Route defined by gH, gP and gT in a Swap And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table, the removal of
a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Grounded
Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT, and the removal of a sequence of flights from an Available Aircraft Route
pointed to by the idx field of the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT. Then, the sequence of flights
making up the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gT in the Swap And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table, is
replaced by the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And
Cancel Grounded Feasible Table and defined by aH and aT. Next, the sequence of flights making up the Available
Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Swap And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table and defined by aH and
aT, is replaced by the sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the
Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT. The sequence of flights making up the Available Aircraft
Subroute pointed to by the idx field in the Available Feasible Swap Table and defined by aH and aT, is replaced by the
sequence of flights making up the first portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gP and gT in the Swap And
Cancel Grounded Feasible Table. A Phantom Route thereafter is generated with the sequence of flights making up the
next portion of the Grounded Aircraft Subroute defined by gH and gP in the Swap And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table.
[0113] Referring to Figure 3, an overview of the operations performed in a Tertiary Operation is illustrated. The process
to be performed by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 of Figure 1 is entered at logic step 30, and the logic flow process
thereafter proceeds to logic step 31 to perform Unary Operations. From logic step 31, the logic flow process continues
to logic step 32 to exit the Unary Operations and thereafter proceeds to logic step 33 to perform the Binary Operations.
[0114] The logic flow process then moves from logic step 33 to logic step 34 to perform any Binary Operations specified
in logic step 33, and then proceeds to logic step 35 to determine whether the Binary Operation performed at logic step
34 is one that produces an aFeas,gFeas combination or state that would allow a record entry in a Tertiary Operation
table. If so, the logic flow process moves to logic step 36 to determine whether a previous Tertiary Operation table has
been generated. If a Tertiary Operation table has not previously been generated, the logic flow process jumps to logic
step 37 to generate Tertiary Operation tables, and then
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continues to logic step 38 to determine whether any gFeas,aFeas combinations or states exist from the preceding logic
steps that would allow data to be entered into the Tertiary Operation tables generated at logic step 37.
[0115] If previously generated Tertiary Operation tables are found at logic step 36, the logic flow process moves directly
from logic step 36 to logic step 38 to continue as before described. Further, if states to be entered into the Tertiary
Operation tables are found to exist at logic step 38, the logic flow process moves to logic step 39 to enter the states into
the Tertiary Operation tables. From logic step 39, the logic flow process moves to logic step 40 to determine whether
any additional Binary Operations have occurred. The logic flow process also enters logic step 40 from logic step 35 if it
is determined that no Tertiary Operation table should be created, or from logic state 38 if no states are found for entering
into the Tertiary Operation tables.
[0116] If additional Binary Operations are found to have occurred at logic step 40, the logic flow process returns to
logic step 34 to continue as before described. If no further Binary Operations are identified at logic step 40, however,
the logic flow process continues to logic step 41 to exit the Binary Operations. From logic step 41, the logic flow process
proceeds to logic step 42 to enter the Tertiary Operations, and thereafter continues to logic step 43 to generate Tables
IV and V as described above. From logic step 43, the logic flow process continues to logic step 44 to determine whether
any entries are found in Tables IV and V. If yes, the Tertiary Operation associated with Tables IV and V is performed at
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logic step 45. If no entries are found in Tables IV and V at logic step 44, or upon the Tertiary Operation of logic step 45
being performed, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 46 to determine whether any additional Tertiary Operations
are to be performed. If so, the logic flow process moves from logic step 46 to logic step 43 to continue as before described.
If not, the logic flow process proceeds from logic step 46 to logic step 47 to exit the Tertiary Operations.
[0117] From logic step 47, the logic flow process continues to logic step 48 to generate alternative optimum solutions
as described in U.S. Patent Ser. No. 09/364,157. From logic step 48, the logic flow process continues to logic step 49
to exit the optimization process.
[0118] Referring to Figure 4, the logic steps to be performed by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 of Figure 1 in
executing the Tertiary Operations of the present invention are illustrated. Prior to logic step 50 of Figure 4, Binary
Operations have been performed on all Grounded Aircraft Routes and Available Aircraft Routes. Thereafter, the logic
flow process enters Tertiary Operations at logic step 50, and proceeds to logic step 51 to execute a Three-Way Swap
Operation in accordance with the invention. From logic step 51 the logic flow process continues to logic step 52 where
a Three Way Move With Available Cancel And Standby Operation is executed. The logic flow process then proceeds
to logic step 53 where a Three Way Swap With Available Cancel And Standby Operation is executed. After logic step
53, the logic flow process continues to logic step 54 to execute a Three Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby
Operation. Thereafter, the logic flow process executes a Three Way Swap With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation
at logic step 55, and proceeds to logic step 56 to execute a Three Way Swap With Move Operation.
[0119] From logic step 56, the logic flow process continues to logic step 57 where a Three Way Swap The Dw Way
Operation is executed. The logic flow process then proceeds to logic step 58 to execute a Three Way Swap And Cancel
Available And Grounded Operation, and thereafter to logic step 59 to execute a Three Way Swap And Cancel Available
And Second Operation. After logic step 59, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 60 to execute a Three Way
Swap And Cancel Available Operation. Thereafter at logic step 61, the logic flow process executes a Three Way Swap
And Cancel Grounded Operation. From logic step 61, the logic flow process moves to logic step 62 to exit the Tertiary
Operations.
[0120] It is to be understood that logic steps 51 through 58 operate on data supplied by the previously described
Tables III, IV, and V above, as well as permutations of those tables as depicted by Table VI. If no data entries relating
to a particular Tertiary Operation are found in the tables, that Tertiary Operation is simply by passed.
[0121] Referring to Figures 5A and 5B, the logic steps performed by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 of Figure 1 to
determine which of the tables to build for the execution of a Tertiary Operation is illustrated. At logic step 70, the Binary
Operations are entered. At logic step 71 a decision is made whether a Move Operation has been executed. If so, the
logic flow process moves to logic step 72 to execute an Add Move Available Candidate Operation.
[0122] If both gFeas and aFeas hold Boolean values of true, the following fields are created and added to a row in
the Grounded Feasible Move Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH;
the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the value "-1" is placed into gP; the
index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed into both aH and aT; the value "-1" is placed into
aP; and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0123] From logic step 72 the logic flow process continues to logic step 73. Further, if no prior Move Operation has
been executed as determined at logic step 71, the logic flow process proceeds from logic step 71 to logic step 73. At
logic step 73, a determination is made whether a Move And Cancel From Target Operation has been executed. If so,
the logic flow process moves to logic step 74 to execute an Add Move And Cancel Available Candidate Operation before
proceeding to logic step 75. If at logic step 74 both gFeas and aFeas hold Boolean values of true, the following fields
are created and added to a row in the Standby Available Feasible Move And Cancel Table: the index representing the
first flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute
is placed into gT; the value "-1" is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed
into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the value "-1" is placed into gP;
and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0124] If the determination at logic step 73 is negative, the logic flow process proceeds directly from logic step 73 to
logic step 75 to determine whether a Swap Operation has been executed. If yes, the logic flow process moves to logic
step 76 to execute an Add Swap Candidate Operation. If at logic step 76 aFeas holds a Boolean value of true, the
following fields are created and added to a row in the Available Feasible Swap Table: the index representing the first
flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is
placed into gT; the value "-1" is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed
into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the value "-1" is placed into gP;
and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx. If at logic step 76 gFeas holds a Boolean value of true, the
following fields are created and added to a row in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table: the index representing the first
flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is
placed into gT; the value "-1" is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed
into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the value "-1" is placed into gP;
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and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0125] From logic step 76, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 77. If the determination at logic step 75 is
negative, however, the logic flow process proceeds directly from logic step 75 to logic step 77. At logic step 77, a
determination is made whether a Move And Cancel From Source Operation has been executed. If yes, the logic flow
process proceeds to logic step 78 to execute an Add Move And Cancel Grounded Candidate Operation. If at logic step
78 both gFeas and aFeas hold Boolean values of true, the following fields are created and added to a row in the Standby
Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed
into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the index representing the
middle flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute
is placed into both aH and aT; the value "-1" is placed into aP; and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0126] The logic flow process thereafter continues from logic step 78 to logic step 79. If the decision at logic step 77
is negative, the logic flow process proceeds directly from logic step 77 to logic step 79. At logic step 79, a determination
is made whether a Swap And Cancel From Target Operation has been executed. If yes, the logic flow process moves
to logic step 80 to execute an Add Swap And Cancel Available Candidate Operation. If at logic step 80 gFeas holds a
Boolean value of true, create and add the following fields to a row in the Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Swap
Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH; the index representing the last
flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the value "-1" is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight
in the Available Subroute is placed into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into
aT; the index representing the middle flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aP; and the index representing the
aircraft is placed into idx.
[0127] If at logic step 80 gFeas and aFeas both hold a Boolean value of true, the following fields are created and
added to a row in the Standby Available Feasible Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute
is placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the value "-1" is
placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aH; the index representing
the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the index representing the middle flight in the Available Subroute
is placed into aP; and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0128] If at logic step 80 gFeas and aFeas both hold a Boolean value of true, the following fields are created and
added to a row in the Swap And Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table: the index representing the first flight in
the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into
gT; the value "-1" is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aH; the
index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the index representing the middle flight in
the Available Subroute is placed into aP; and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0129] From logic step 80, the logic flow process moves through node A to logic step 81. If the decision at logic step
79 is negative, however, the logic flow process proceeds directly from logic step 79 and through node A to logic step
81. At logic step 81, a determination is made whether a Swap And Cancel From Source Operation has been executed.
If yes, the logic flow process moves to logic step 82 to execute an Add Swap And Cancel Grounded Candidate Operation.
If at logic step 82 gFeas holds a Boolean value of true, the following fields are created and added to a row in the Swap
And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gH;
the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the index representing the middle flight
in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute is placed
into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the value "-1" is placed into aP;
and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0130] If at logic step 82 gFeas and aFeas both hold a Boolean value of true, the following fields are created and
added to a row in the Standby Grounded Feasible Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute
is placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the index representing
the middle flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute
is placed into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the value "-1" is placed
into aP; and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
[0131] The logic flow process continues from logic step 82 to logic step 83. If the determination at logic step 81 is
negative, however, the logic flow process proceeds directly from logic step 81 to logic step 83, where a determination
is made whether a Swap And Cancel From Source And Target Operation has been executed. If yes, the logic flow
process moves to logic step 84 to execute an Add Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Candidate Operation. If
at logic step 84 gFeas holds a Boolean value of true, the following fields are created and added to a row in the Swap
And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table: the index representing the first flight in the Grounded Subroute is
placed into gH; the index representing the last flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gT; the index representing
the middle flight in the Grounded Subroute is placed into gP; the index representing the first flight in the Available Subroute
is placed into aH; the index representing the last flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aT; the index representing
the middle flight in the Available Subroute is placed into aP; and the index representing the aircraft is placed into idx.
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[0132] The logic flow process thereafter proceeds from logic step 84 to logic step 85, where the process exits Binary
Operations. If the determination at logic step 83 is negative, however, the logic flow process proceeds directly to logic
step 85, where the process exits Binary Operations.
[0133] Referring to Figures 6A and 6B, a logic flow diagram of the Add Swap Candidate Operation to be performed
by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 of Figure 1s is illustrated. The Add Swap Candidate Operation is but one variant
operation used to build the tables for the execution of Tertiary Operations. More particularly, at logic step 90 of Figure
6A, the feasibility "gFeas" of an Available Subroute placed in a Grounded Aircraft Route, and "aFeas" of a Grounded
Subroute placed in an Available Aircraft Route in a prior Binary Swap Operation are identified. Also, the current Available
Aircraft A/C is identified. Lastly, the first and last flights of the Grounded Subroute, gsStart and gsEnd, that were swapped
from the Grounded Aircraft Route into the Available Aircraft Route, and the first and last flights of the Available Subroute,
asStart and asEnd, that were swapped into the Grounded Aircraft Route are identified. From logic step 90, the logic flow
process proceeds to logic step 91 to extract the starting and ending positions, asStart and asEnd, of the Available
Subroute.
[0134] The logic flow process continues from logic step 91 to logic step 92 to extract the index (identity) of the Available
Aircraft A/C. As before stated each Available Aircraft has an index that is used as a tag to identify the aircraft. From logic
step 92, the logic flow process moves to logic step 93 where aFeas is queried for its true/false Boolean value. If the
Boolean value of aFeas is found to be false, the logic flow process proceeds from logic step 93 through node B to logic
step 97. If the Boolean value of aFeas is found to be true, the logic flow process continues from logic step 93 to logic
step 94 to create a new table entry that contains gsStart and gsEnd, the starting and ending positions of the Grounded
Subroute of logic step 90, which correspond to the table fields gH and gT, respectively. These parameters represent
the start and ending positions of the Grounded Subroute that was swapped into the Available Aircraft Route in the prior
Binary Swap Operations. Also, the tag index of the Available Aircraft is placed in the table field, idx. As well, the parameters
asStart and asEnd, from logic step 90, are placed in the table fields aH and aT, respectively. These parameters represent
the start and ending positions of the Available Subroute that was swapped into the Grounded Aircraft Route in the prior
Binary Swap Operations.
[0135] The logic flow process next moves from logic step 94 to logic step 95, where a query is performed to determine
whether the record of logic step 94 already resides in Table V. If a table entry is found that matches the information in
the newly created table entry, the logic flow process jumps through node B to logic step 97. If no table entries are found
at logic step 95, however, the logic flow process continues from logic step 95 to logic step 96 to insert the record of logic
step 94 into Table V.
[0136] Thereafter, the logic flow process proceeds from logic step 96 through node B to logic step 97, where gFeas
is queried for its Boolean value. If the Boolean value is found to be true, the logic flow process moves to logic step 98.
If the Boolean value at logic step 97 is found to be false, however, the logic flow process continues from logic step 97
to logic step 101, where the Add Three Way Swap Operation is exited.
[0137] At logic step 98, a new table entry is created that contains gsStart and gsEnd, the starting and ending positions
of the Grounded Subroute of logic step 90, which correspond to the table fields gH and gT, respectively. These parameters
represent the start and ending positions of the Grounded Subroute that was swapped into the Available Aircraft Route
in the prior Binary Swap Operations. Also, the tag index of the Available Aircraft is placed in the table field, idx. As well,
the parameters asStart and asEnd of the Available Subroute of logic step 90 are placed in the table fields aH and aT,
respectively. These parameters represent the start and ending positions of the Available Subroute that was swapped
into the Grounded Aircraft Route in the prior Binary Swap Operations. The logic flow process then continues to logic
step 99, where a query is performed to determine if the record checked in logic step 98 already resides in Table IV. If a
table entry is found that matches the information in the newly created table entry, the logic flow process jumps to logic
step 101. If no matching table entries are found at logic step 99, however, the logic flow process continues from logic
step 99 to logic step 100 to insert the new table entry of logic step 98 into Table IV. The logic flow process then continues
from logic step 100 to logic step 101, where the Add Three Way Swap Operation is exited.
[0138] Referring to Figures 7A and 7B, the logic steps to be performed by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 of Figure
1 in executing a Three-Way Swap in accordance with the invention, and comprising part of the Tertiary Operations of
Figure 4 are illustrated. More particularly, at logic step 110 of Figure 7A, the Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance
with the invention is entered. The logic flow process then proceeds to logic step 111 to select from Table IV a first of
Available Subroute entries that were found to be feasible when swapped into the Grounded Aircraft Route during the
prior Binary Swap Operations and to point to row one in Table V.
[0139] From logic step 111, the logic flow process continues to logic step 112 to obtain and identify the starting and
ending flights, gH and gT, of the Grounded Subroute entry selected at logic step 111. These flights are used to key into
the Table V Grounded Subroute entries that were found to be feasible when swapped into the Available Aircraft Route
during the prior Binary Operations. The logic flow process then moves from logic step 112 to logic step 113 to issue a
query to determine whether an entry in the Available Feasible Swap Table V corresponds to a key using the starting
and ending flights of the Grounded Subroute, gH and gT, that were selected in logic step 112. If a match is not found,
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the logic flow process proceeds from logic step 113 to logic step 116 to determine if there are more entries in Table V
of logic step 111. If a match is found at logic step 113, however, the logic flow process continues from logic step 113 to
logic step 114 where the record entry of Table V identified by the starting and ending points gH and gT of logic step 112
is accessed.
[0140] From logic step 114, the logic flow process moves to logic step 115 to determine whether the second Available
Aircraft index obtained from Table V is the same as the first Available Aircraft index obtained from the Table IV record
of logic step 111. If the two aircraft are the same, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 116, where a search for
more entries in the Available Feasible Swap Table V is performed. If the available aircrafts are different, the logic flow
process moves from logic step 115 to logic step 121.
[0141] If more entries are found in the Available Feasible Swap Table V at logic step 116, the logic flow process moves
to logic step 117, which will point to the next row in the Available Feasible Swap Table. From logic step 117, the logic
flow process loops back to logic step 113 to continue as before described. If no more entries are found in the Available
Feasible Swap Table at logic step 116, however, the logic flow process moves from logic step 116 to logic step 118 to
search for more entries in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table IV. If no more entries are found in the Grounded Feasible
Swap Table, the logic flow process exits the Three-Way Swap Operation at logic step 119. Otherwise, the logic flow
process moves from logic step 118 to logic step 120 to select a next record in the Grounded Feasible Swap Table and
to reset the pointer in Table V to row 1. From logic step 120, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 112 to continue
as before described.
[0142] At logic step 121, a determination is made whether there are any restrictions which would disallow the First
Available Aircraft from flying the subroute of the Second Available Aircraft. If there is such a restriction, and the First
Available Aircraft cannot fly the indicated subroute of the Second Available Aircraft, the logic flow process proceeds
from logic step 121 to logic step 116 to continue as before described. If no restrictions are found at logic step 121,
however, the logic flow process continues to logic step 122 to generate a new First Available Aircraft Route by using a
combination of part of the original first Available Aircraft Route and the second Available Subroute. The logic flow process
then proceeds from logic step 122 to logic step 123 to evaluate the feasibility of the new first Available Aircraft Route.
That is, a determination is made whether time and space constraints have been satisfied.
[0143] From logic step 123, the logic flow process continues to logic step 124 to query the feasibility of the newly
created Available Aircraft Route. If the new first Available Aircraft Route is not feasible, the logic flow process returns to
logic step 116 to continue as before described. If the new first Available Aircraft Route is feasible, however, the logic
flow process moves from logic step 124, through node C to logic step 125 to generate a new second Available Aircraft
Route using part of the original second Available Aircraft Route and the Grounded Subroute. Thereafter, the logic flow
process proceeds to logic step 126 to generate a new Grounded Aircraft Route using a combination of part of the original
Grounded Aircraft Route and the first Available Subroute. From logic step 126, the logic flow process continues to logic
step 127 to evaluate the newly generated aircraft routes, and then return through node D to logic step 116 to continue
as before described.
[0144] Referring to Figure 8, an Add Move And Cancel Grounded Candidate Operation to be performed by the Aircraft
Optimization Engine 3 of Figure 1 is illustrated in logic flow diagram form. The operation is another variant used to build
the tables necessary for the execution of a Tertiary Operation. More particularly, at logic step 130 of Figure 8, the logic
flow process enters the operation and proceeds to evaluate the feasibility of a prior Move And Cancel From Source
Operation in both the Grounded Aircraft Route (gFeas), and the Available Aircraft Route (aFeas). In addition, the current
Available Aircraft (AC), the first, middle and last flights of the Grounded Subroute (respectively gsStart, gsPivot and
gsEnd), and the first flight of the Available Subroute (asStart) are identified. From logic step 130, the logic flow process
continues to logic step 131, where aFeas and gFeas are queried for their Boolean values. If either value is found to be
false, the logic flow process continues to logic step 137 to exit the operation. If both values are found to be true, however,
the logic flow process moves from logic step 131 to logic step 132 to extract the starting, middle and ending positions ,
gsStart, gsPivot and gsEnd, respectively. These positions represent the start and middle positions of the Grounded
Subroute that was inserted into the Available Aircraft Route, and the middle and ending positions that were canceled in
the Move And Cancel From Source Operation of the prior Binary Operations.
[0145] From logic step 132, the logic flow process moves to logic step 133 to extract the index of the Available Aircraft
identified in logic step 130. The index is used as a tag to identify each Available Aircraft. From logic step 133, the logic
flow process continues to logic step 134 to create a new entry in Table VII below that contains gsStart, gsPivot, and
gsEnd, the starting, middle and ending positions of logic step 130, which correspond to the table fields gH, gP and gT,
respectively. These parameters represent the start, middle and ending positions of the Grounded Subroute that was
moved into the Available Aircraft Route, and canceled in the prior Binary Swap Operations. Also, the tag index of the
Available Aircraft is placed in the table field, idx. Further, the parameter asStart from logic step 130 is placed in the aH
and aT fields of a Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel Table VII. This parameter represents the starting position of
the Available Subroute where the Grounded Aircraft Subroute was placed in the prior Binary Swap Operations. The
table entry field, aP, is loaded with the value "-1" to denote that that field is not used.
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[0146] Table VII is a variant of Table IV, with the following fields:

gH: index of the start of the Grounded Subroute.

gP: index of the pivot point within the Grounded Subroute.

gT: index of the end of the Grounded Subroute.

idx: Available Aircraft identifier.

aH: index of the start of the Available Subroute.

aP: index of the pivot point within the Available Subroute.

aT: index of the end of the Available Subroute.

[0147] This type of table is created by those of the prior Binary Operations which separate a Grounded Subroute or
an Available Subroute into two segments. The pivot point, gP, represents the point at which the Grounded Subroute is
split into two subroutes. A record entry of Table VII is shown below.

[0148] The logic flow process of Figure 8 next moves from logic step 134 to logic step 135 where a query is made to
determine if the record created at logic step 134 already resides in Table VII. If a table entry is found that matches the
information in the newly created table entry, the logic flow process jumps from logic step 135 to logic step 137, where
the process exits the Add Move And Cancel Grounded Operation. If no matching table entries are found at logic step
135, however, the logic flow process continues from logic step 135 to logic step 136 to insert the new table entry of logic
step 134 into Table VII. From logic step 136, the logic process moves to logic step 137 to exit as before described.
[0149] Referring to Figure 9, an Add Move Available Candidates Operation to be performed by the Aircraft Optimization
Engine 3 of Figure 1 is illustrated in logic flow diagram form. The operation is used to build the tables necessary for the
execution of a variant of a Tertiary Operation. More particularly, at logic step 140 of Figure 9, the logic flow process
enters the operation and proceeds to evaluate the feasibility of a prior Move Operation in both the Grounded Aircraft
Route (gFeas), and the Available Aircraft Route (aFeas). In addition, the current Available Aircraft (AC), the first and
last flights of the Grounded Subroute (respectively gsStart and gsEnd), and the first flight of the Available Subroute
(asStart) are identified. From logic step 140, the logic flow process continues to logic step 141, where aFeas and gFeas
are queried for their Boolean values. If either value is found to be false, the logic flow process continues to logic step
147 to exit the operation. If both values are found to be true, however, the logic flow process moves to logic step 142 to
extract the starting and ending positions , gsStart and gsEnd, from the Grounded Aircraft Route. These positions represent
the starting and ending positions that were moved to the Available Route from the Move Operation of the prior Binary
Operations. In addition, the starting position asStart is extracted from the Available Aircraft Route.
[0150] From logic step 142, the logic flow process moves to logic step 143 to extract the index of the Available Aircraft
identified in logic step 140. The index is used as a tag to identify each Available Aircraft. From logic step 143, the logic
flow process continues to logic step 144 to create a new table entry that contains gsStart and gsEnd of logic step 140.
These parameters represent the starting and ending positions of the Grounded Subroute that was moved into the
Available Aircraft Route in the prior Binary Swap Operations. Also, the tag index of the Available Aircraft is placed in the
table field, idx. Further, the parameter asStart, from logic step 100, is placed in the table fields aH and aT. This parameter
represents the starting position of the Available Subroute where the Grounded Aircraft Subroute was placed in the prior
Binary Swap Operations. The table entry field, aT, is loaded with the value "-1" to denote that the field is not used.
[0151] The logic flow process next moves from logic step 144 to logic step 145, where a query is performed to determine
whether the record created at logic step 144 already resides in Table VIII. If a table entry is found that matches the
information in the newly created record, the logic flow process jumps to logic step 147, where the process exits the Add
Move Available Operation. If no matching table entries are found at logic step 145, however, the logic flow process
continues from logic step 145 to logic step 146 to insert the new table entry into Table VIII. From logic step 146, the logic
flow process moves to logic step 147 to exit as described previously.

Table VII

gH gP gT idx aH aP aT

0 3 6 1 2 -1 4
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[0152] Referring to Figures 10A and 10B, the logic steps to be performed by the Aircraft Optimization Engine 3 of
Figure 1 in executing a Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is illustrated. More particularly,
at logic step 150 of Figure 10A, a Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is entered, and the
logic flow process thereafter proceeds to logic step 151 to select a first entry the Standby Grounded Feasible Move and
Cancel Table that is comprised of entries that were found to be feasible when moved into a Available Aircraft Route and
the Grounded Aircraft Route during the prior Binary Operations. From logic step 151, the logic flow process continues
to logic step 152, where a determination is made as to whether the Canceled portion of the Grounded Subroute selected
at logic step 151 occurs before or after the Move portion of the Grounded Subroute. This query is performed by checking
whether the start of the Grounded Subroute, gH, is less than the end of the Grounded Subroute, gT. If the Canceled
portion occurs first, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 153 where the starting and ending points of the Grounded
Subroute for the Move portion, gP and gT, and the Cancel portion, gH and gP, are identified in their forward order.
Thereafter, the logic flow process moves to logic step 155.
[0153] An entry in the table for a Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation is shown below in
Table VIII:

[0154] If the Move portion of the Grounded Subroute precedes the Canceled portion at logic step 152, the logic flow
process moves from logic step 152 to logic step 154 to identify the starting and ending points for the Grounded Subroute
for the Move portion, gT and gP, and the Cancel portion, gP and gH, respectively, in their reverse order. From logic step
154, the logic flow process proceeds to logic step 155 to derive the new and final starting and ending points of the
Grounded Subroute from the preceding one of logic step 153 or logic step 154. Thereafter, the logic flow process moves
to logic step 156, where the first entry from Table VIII, the Grounded Feasible Move Table, will be extracted. The logic
flow then proceeds to logic step 157 to extract the starting and ending positions, gH and gT, of the Grounded Subroute
from Table VIII, and then continues to logic step 158. At logic step 158, a determination is made whether the starting
and ending points , gH and gT, in the table entry from Table VII of logic step 155 are equivalent to the starting and ending
points , gH and gT, of the Grounded Subroute in the entry from Table VIII. If false, the logic flow process moves from
logic step 158 to logic step 159 to determine whether there are any additional entries in the Grounded Feasible Move
Table VIII. If true, the logic flow process moves from logic step 159 to logic step 160 to select the next entry from Table
VIII, the Grounded Feasible Move Table. If no more entries are found at logic step 159, however, the logic flow process
proceeds to logic step 161 to determine whether any more entries occur in the Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel
Table VII. If not, the logic flow process exits the Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation at
logic step 163. If further entries are found at logic step 161, however, the logic flow process moves to logic step 162 to
select a next entry from Table VII. Thereafter, the logic flow process returns to logic step 153 to continue as before
described.
[0155] If at logic step 158 the starting and ending positions of the Grounded Subroute found in Table VII are found to
be equal to the starting and ending positions of the Grounded Subroute in Table VIII, the logic flow process continues
to logic step 164 to determine whether the first Available Aircraft and the second Available Aircraft are the same. If not,
the logic flow process moves through node E to logic step 165. If the first Available Aircraft and the second Available
Aircraft are the same, however, the logic flow process returns to logic step 159 to continue as before described.
[0156] At logic step 165, the Grounded Aircraft starting and ending indices, the starting and ending positions of the
Grounded Subroutes flown by the Grounded Aircraft, the first Available Aircraft starting and ending indices, the starting
and ending positions of the subroutes flown by the first Available Aircraft and the second Available Aircraft starting and
Available Aircraft are determined. The logic flow process then continues to logic step 166 where a new second Available
Aircraft Route is generated by using the Canceled portion of the Grounded Subroute. From logic step 166, the logic flow
process continues to logic step 167 where a new Grounded Aircraft Route is generated by removing the sequence of
flights given by the start, middle, and ending flights, gH, gP and gT, respectively, of the Grounded Subroute.
[0157] The logic flow process moves from logic step 167 to logic step 168 to generate a new first Available Aircraft
Route by using the portion of the Grounded Subroute removed at logic step 167. The logic flow process then continues
from logic step 168 to logic step 169 to evaluate the time and position feasibility of the new Grounded Aircraft Route
and the new Available Aircraft Route. If the new routes are feasible, they replace existing routes, and the logic flow
process proceeds through node F to logic step 159 to continue as before described. If the new routes are not feasible,
the existing routes are not replaced.
[0158] Table IX illustrates a Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with the invention, which is used to repair a

Table VIII

gH gT idx aH aT

3 6 2 3 3
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problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route. By "problem" it is meant that the round trip cannot take place because of
equipment or crew unavailability. The first line of Table IX shows that the Grounded Aircraft arrived at the IAH airport
as aircraft number 508, and that the Grounded Aircraft Route is comprised of six flight segments. In the first subroute,
reading from left to right, the Grounded Aircraft is scheduled to fly from IAH to the MTY airport as flight number 0597.
In the second subroute, the Grounded Aircraft is scheduled to fly from MTY to IAH as flight number 0594. In the third
subroute, the Grounded Aircraft is scheduled to fly from IAH to MTY as flight number 0593, and in the fourth subroute
from MTY to IAH as flight number 0596. In the fifth subroute, the Grounded Aircraft is scheduled to fly from IAH to the
STL airport as flight number 1060, and in the sixth subroute from STL to IAH as flight number 1067. A review of the
Table IX shows that gFeas, a1 Feas, and a2 Feas have a Boolean value of "1", and G, A1, and A2 must have a solution
feasible in both time and space. The solution was obtained by moving the first and second flight segments of A1 into G,
moving the first and second flight segments of A2 into A1, and moving the first and second flight segments of G into A2.
[0159] Table X illustrates the result of a Three-Way Swap With Available Cancel And Standby Operation, which is
used to repair the problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route as shown by the fifth and sixth flight segments of the Grounded
Aircraft Route. In achieving a solution with gFeas, a1 Feas, and a2 Feas having a Boolean value of 1, the sixth subroute
of A1 is moved into the fifth subroute position of G, the fourth and fifth flight segments of A1 are moved into the sixth and
seventh subroute positions of A2, and the sixth subroute of A2 is delayed. Lastly, the fifth and sixth flight segments of G
are moved to the fourth and fifth subroute positions of A1. No cancellations occurred.
[0160] Table XI illustrates the result of a Three-Way Move With Available Cancel And Standby Operation, which is
used to repair the problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route as shown by the second and third flight segments of the
Grounded Aircraft Route. In achieving a solution with gFeas, a1 Feas, and a2 Feas having a Boolean value of 1, that is
a feasible solution, the second and third flight segments of G are moved to the second and third subroute positions of
A1, the second and third flight segments of A1 are moved to the third and fourth subroute positions of A2.
[0161] Table XII illustrates the result of a Three-Way Swap With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation, which is
used to repair the problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route with flight segments two through five open. A feasible solution
is achieved by moving the second and third flight segments of A1 into the second and third subroute positions of G,
moving the fourth and fifth flight segments of G into the second and third subroute positions of A1, moving the second
and third flight segments of the original G into the third and fourth subroute positions of A2.
[0162] Table XIV illustrates the result of a Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation, which is
used to repair the problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route, as represented by flight segments one through four of the
Grounded Aircraft Route. To achieve a feasible solution, flight segments three and four of G are moved to subroute
positions one and two of A1, and flight segments one and two of G are moved to subroute positions one and two of A2.
Lastly, flight segments five and six of the original G are moved to the subroute positions one and two, respectively, of G.
[0163] Table XV illustrates a Three-Way Swap With Move Operation, which is used to repair the problem in the
Grounded Aircraft Route shown as flight segments one and two of the Grounded Aircraft Route G. To achieve a feasible
solution, flight segments one and two of G are moved to subroute positions one and two of A2, flight segments one and
two of A2 are moved to subroute positions one and two of A1, the first subroute of the original A1.
[0164] Table XVI illustrates a Three-Way Swap The Dw Way Operation, which is used to repair the problem in the
Grounded Aircraft Route as represented by flight segments one through four. To achieve a feasible solution, flight
segments one and two of G are moved to subroute positions one and two of A1, flight segments three and four of G are
moved to subroute positions two and three of A2, flight segments one through four of A1 are moved to subroute positions
one through four of G, and flight segments two and three of A2 are moved to subroute positions three and four of A1.
[0165] Table XVII illustrates a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Operation, which is used to
repair the problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route as shown by flight segments one through three of G. To achieve a
feasible solution where gFeas, a1 Feas, and a2 Feas have a Boolean value of 1, flight segments one through three of
G are moved to subroute positions one through three respectively of a second phantom route Phantom2, flight segments
four through six of A1 are moved to subroute positions one through three respectively of G, the third subroute of A1 is
moved to the first subroute position of a first phantom route Phantom 1, and flight segments five and six of A2 are moved
to subroute positions three and four respectively of A1. The phantom routes represent canceled flight segments.
[0166] Table XVIII illustrates a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Second Operation, which is used to repair
the problem in the Grounded Aircraft Route, and between CLE and MCI, as represented respectively by flight segments
three through six of G. To achieve a feasible solution, flight segments three through six of G are moved to subroute
positions two through five of A2, flight segments four through six of A1 are moved to subroute positions three through
five of G, subroute three of the original A1 is moved to subroute position one of Phantom 1, and flight segments two
through four of the original A2 are moved to subroute positions one through three of Phantom2.
[0167] Table XIX illustrates a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available Operation, which is used to repair the problem
in the Grounded Aircraft Route as shown by flight segments one and two of G. To achieve a feasible solution, the first
and second flight segments of G are moved to the first and second subroute positions of A2, the first and second flight
segments of the original A1 are moved to the first and second subroute positions of G, flight segments one through four
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of the original A2 are moved to subroute positions one through four of A1, and the third and fourth flight segments of the
original A1 are moved to subroute positions one and two respectively of Phantom 1.
[0168] Table XX illustrates a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Grounded Operation, which is used to repair the problem
in the Grounded Aircraft Route as represented by flight segments one through four of G. Subroutes one and two of the
original G are moved to subroute positions one and two respectively of Phantom 1, flight segments two and three of the
original A1 are moved to flight segments positions one and two of G, flight segments three and four of A2 are moved to
subroute positions two and three of A1, and the third and fourth flight segments of the original G are moved to subroute
positions three and four of A2.
[0169] It is to be understood that the tools for generating Tertiary Operations have been disclosed, and may be used
to perform Tertiary Operations beyond those identified in this specification. Further, through use of these tools a more
efficient method for repairing Grounded Aircraft Routes is provided which more nearly approaches the real time require-
ments of an airline operation.

N-WAY SWAP OPERATION

[0170] The method disclosed above for a Three-Way Operation in accordance with the invention may be extended to
any number of Available Aircraft Routes. As an example, a representation of three Available Aircraft Routes is shown
in Table XXI below.

G: Grounded Aircraft Route
A1: first Available Aircraft Route
A2: second Available Aircraft Route
A3: third Available Aircraft Route
Indices: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
Stations: a,b,c,d,g,x,l,m,h,f

[0171] The following Table XXII lists pictorially all the feasible Binary Swap Operations that can take place from the
above routes:
[0172] The Grounded Route Indices are those that describe the actual positions of the two stations being swapped
out of the Grounded Aircraft Route. The Available Route Indices are those that describe the actual positions of stations
that can be swapped out of the first and/or second Available Aircraft Routes. Hence, from the first row of Table XXII,
one can observe that the station pair (a,b), which occupy positions (0,1) in the Grounded Aircraft Route can be swapped
with the first Available Aircraft Route (A1) stations (a,b) which occupy positions (2,4). The station pair (a,b) which occupy
positions (0,1) in the Grounded Aircraft Route also can be swapped with the second Available Aircraft Route (A2) stations
(a,b) which occupy positions (3,4), and can be swapped with the third available aircraft’s route (A3), stations (a,b) which
occupy positions (1,2) and positions (5,6).

Table XXI

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

G a b c a d b a g

A1 x l a m b a l h

A2 f g h a b a h x

A3 f a b c d a b l

Table XXII

Origin Station Destination 
Station

Grounded 
Route Indices

Available Route Indices
A1: First Available Route
A2: Second Available Route

a b G(0,1) A1(2,4) A2(3,4) A3(1,2) A3(5,6)

a a G(0,3) A1(2,5) A2(3,5) A3(1,5)

a b G(0,5) A1(2,4) A2(3,4) A3(1,2) A3(5,6)

a a G(0,6) A1(2,5) A2(3,5) A3(1,5)
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The Grounded Feasible Table will contain the following data:

The Available Feasible Table will contain the following data:

(continued)

Origin Station Destination 
Station

Grounded 
Route Indices

Available Route Indices
A1: First Available Route
A2: Second Available Route

a f G(0,7) A1(2,7) A1(5,7) A2(3,7) A2(5,7) A3(1,7 ) A3(5, 7)

b a G(1,3) A1(4,5) A2(4,5)

b a G(1,6) A1(4,5) A2(4,5) A3(2,5)

b f G(1,7) A1(4,7) A2(4,7) A3(2,7) A3(6,7)

a b G(3,5) A1(2,4) A2(3,4) A3(1,2) A3(5,6)

a a G(3,6) A1(2,5) A2(3,5) A3(1,5)

a f G(3,7) A1(2,7) A1(5,7) A2(3,7) A2(5,7) A3(1,7 ) A3(5, 7)

b a G(5,6) A1(4,5) A2(4,5)

b f G(5,7) A1(4,7) A2(4,7) A3(2,7) A3(6,7)

a f G(6,7) A1(2,7) A1(5,7) A2(3,7) A2(5,7) A3(1,7 ) A3(5, 7)

Table XXIII

gH gT Idx aH aT

0 1 1 2 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 3 1 2

0 1 3 5 6

0 3 1 2 5

0 3 2 3 5

0 3 3 1 5

0 5 1 2 4

0 5 2 3 4

0 5 3 1 2

0 5 4 5 6

0 6 1 2 5

0 6 2 3 5

0 6 3 1 5

0 7 1 2 7

0 7 1 5 7

0 7 2 3 7

0 7 2 5 7

0 7 3 1 7

0 7 3 5 7
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[0173] Using the above Tables XXIII and XXIV, one can build upon the premise of the Tertiary Operations to extend
to N-Way Operations, where N is any whole number greater than or equal to 3 . Using the Tertiary Operation variant,
the Three-Way Swap, as an example, the methods used to build the Three-Way Swap Operation in accordance with
the invention have previously been discussed. With respect to the above tables, such a Three-Way Swap Operation
would use row 1 of the Grounded Feasible Table XXIII and row 2 of the Available Feasible Table XXIV as a result of
time and space feasibility tests. Once a Three-Way Swap Operation has been found to be feasible in both time and
space for the three aircraft routes, G, A1 and A2, the next step is to build a Four-Way Operation by continuing the search
of the Available Feasible Table XXIV for the same feasibility criterion as before: a corresponding gH and gT in Table
XXIV, and an idx index in Table XXIV that is unique with respect to idx of the two previously used Available Aircraft of
the Three-Way Swap Operation. If another entry is found in Table XXIV that matches the above criterion, such as row
3 in the Available Feasible Table, then the facts are known as before: The space and time feasibility in the direction of
placing the Grounded Aircraft Subroute into the Available Aircraft Route, with an index of "3", is feasible as shown by
logic step 183 of Figure 11. Following the example of the Three-Way Swap, a Four-Way Swap Operation is comprised
of the removal of a first sequence of flights from a Grounded Aircraft Route, the removal of a second sequence of flights
from a first Available Aircraft Route, the removal of a third sequence of flights from a second Available Aircraft Route,
and the removal of the fourth sequence of flights from the third Available Aircraft Route. Then, the replacement of the
first sequence with the second sequence, the replacement of the second sequence with the third sequence, the replace-
ment of the third sequence with the fourth sequence, and the replacement of the fourth sequence with the first sequence.
This is shown pictorially in Figure 11 and Figure 12 as further described below. To extend this method to an N-Way
swap, one needs only to take the feasible solution built from each swapped set of Aircraft Subroutes, such as with the
Four-Way Swap Operation above, and follow the same criterion.
[0174] Figures 11 and 12 collectively illustrate the result of Tertiary Operations where two Available Aircraft may be
used to repair a Grounded Aircraft Route. More particulary, Tables XXV and XXVI below are the gFeas and aFeas
tables, respectively, which are created in an N-Way Swap among G, A1, A2 and AN to repair G.

Table XXIV

gH gT idx aH aT

0 1 1 2 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 3 1 2

0 1 3 5 6

0 3 1 2 5

0 3 2 3 5

0 3 3 1 5

0 5 1 2 4

0 5 2 3 4

0 5 3 1 2

0 5 4 5 6

0 6 1 2 5

0 6 2 3 5

0 6 3 1 5

0 7 1 2 7

0 7 1 5 7

0 7 2 3 7

0 7 2 5 7

0 7 3 1 7

0 7 3 5 7
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[0175] Referring to Figure 11, a Three-Way Swap Operation among a Grounded Aircraft Route G, and two Available
Aircraft Routes A1 and A2 may occur to obtain the result illustrated in Figure 12. More particularly, subroutes a1 and b1
of A1 may be moved to subroute positions one and two of G as indicated by arrow 180, subroutes a2 and b2 of A2 may
be moved to subroute positions two and three of A1 as indicated by the arrow 181, and subroutes ag and bg of subroute
G may be moved to subroute positions one and two of A2 as depicted by arrorw 182 .
[0176] When n Available Aircraft are used to repair a Grounded Aircraft Route, a solution may be to move aN and bN
of AN into the positions of the aN-1 and bN-1 of AN-1, and continue the subroute movement upward through A2, A1, and
G so that A1, A2, and G are as depicted in Figure 12. In this case, however, the ag and bg subroutes of G are moved
into the aN and bN positions of AN as indicated by arrow 183 of Figure 11.
[0177] By way of further encapsulation of the teachings of this specification, the following Table XXVII, which relates
to Figures 5A and 5B, denotes the Binary Operations which are analyzed in building the tables necessary for execution
of Tertiary Operations, and the table(s) that can be generated from those operations.

[0178] The following Table XXVIII, which relates to Figure 4, denotes the Tertiary Operations that are performed, as
well as the two tables that are used in the execution of each Tertiary Operation. The two fields, Table 1 and Table 2,
denote the order in which one table is used with respect to the other. For each record entry (row) in Table 1, a search
is made for the matching key fields in each record entry (row) in Table 2, and if a matching entry is found, a new Grounded
Aircraft Route, a new first Available Aircraft Route, and a new second Available Aircraft Route are generated from the
fields in each of the tables.

Table XXV (gFeas)

GH GT Idx AH aT

0 1 1 1 2

Table XXVI(aFeas)

GH GT Idx AH aT

0 1 1 1 2

0 1 2 0 1

•

•

•

0 1 N 0 1

Table XXVII

Binary Operations Tables Generated

Move Grounded Feasible Move Table

Move And Cancel From Target Standby Available Feasible Move And Cancel Table

Swap Available Feasible Swap Table
Grounded Feasible Swap Table

Move And Cancel From Source Standby Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel Table

Swap And Cancel From Swap And Cancel Available

Target Feasible Swap Table Standby Available Feasible Table Swap And 
Cancel Available And Second Feasible Table

Swap And Cancel From Source Swap And Cancel Grounded Feasible Table Standby Grounded 
Feasible Table

Swap And Cancel From Source And Target Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table
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[0179] While the invention has been described in connection with a limited number of embodiments, it will be appre-
ciated that many variations, modifications and other applications of the invention may be made.

Claims

1. An automated, real-time aircraft optimization engine for generating solutions to repair irregularities in aircraft routes,
which comprises:

a memory system (9) having stored therein binary operation states representing the time and space feasibility
of binary operations (33) comprised of actions between a grounded aircraft route (G), a route of an aircraft which
has been grounded for a specific period of time, and an available aircraft route, a route of an aircraft which is
available for use in a solution of a flight schedule irregularity, conducted on a grounded aircraft route (G) and
plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) and time and space feasibility tables (IV, V, VI), the grounded and
available aircraft routes each comprising subroutes;
an optimization server (1) receiving an aircraft problem specification having flight information for said grounded
aircraft route (G), and said plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) which may be used to form a solution to
repair said grounded aircraft route (G); and
a microprocessor (5) in electrical communication with said memory system (9) and said optimization server (1),
and receiving said binary operation states and said time and space feasibility tables (IV, V, VI) from said memory
system (9), and said flight information from said optimization server (1) to build said time and space feasibility
tables (IV, V, VI) from the binary operation states indicating feasible binary operations, said time and space
feasibility tables (IV, V, VI) comprising feasibility values (aFeas and gFeas) defining feasibility of said binary
operations (33) between subroutes of said grounded aircraft route (G) and said plural available aircraft routes
(A1, A2, A3),
said microprocessor (5) performing tertiary operations (50), said tertiary operations being operations used to
repair the grounded aircraft route through actions between said grounded aircraft route (G) and at least two of
said plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3), said tertiary operations including a three way swap operation

Table XXVIII

Tertiary Operation Table 1 Table 2

Three-Way Swap Grounded Feasible Swap Table Available Feasible Swap Table

Three-Way Move With Available 
Cancel And Standby

Standby Available Feasible Move 
And Cancel Table

Grounded Feasible Move Table

Three-Way Swap With Available 
Cancel And Standby

Standby Available Feasible Table Grounded Feasible Move Table

Three-Way Move With Standby Grounded Feasible Grounded Feasible Move

Grounded Cancel And Standby Move And Cancel Table Table

Three-Way Swap With Grounded 
Cancel And Standby

Standby Grounded Feasible Table Grounded Feasible Move Table

Three-Way Swap With Move Grounded Feasible Move Table Available Feasible Swap Table

Three-Way Swap The Dw Way Grounded Feasible Swap Table Available Feasible Swap Table

Three-Way Swap And Cancel 
Available And Grounded

Swap And Cancel Available And 
Grounded Feasible Table

Available Feasible Swap Table

Three-Way Swap And Cancel 
Available And Second Operation

Swap And Cancel Available And 
Second Feasible Table

Swap And Cancel Available Feasible 
Swap Table

Three-Way Swap And Cancel 
Available Operation

Swap And Cancel Available Feasible 
Table

Available Feasible Swap Table

Three-Way Swap And Cancel 
Grounded Operation

Swap And Cancel Grounded 
Feasible Table

Available Feasible Swap Table
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(90) between subroutes of said grounded aircraft route (G) and two of said plural aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3)
identified by said time and space feasibility tables (IV, V, VI),
wherein said feasibility values (aFeas and gFeas) determined from said binary operations (33) are used to
determine that said tertiary operations (50) are feasible.

2. The engine of Claim 1, wherein said aircraft routes comprise said grounded aircraft route (G) and N available aircraft
routes (A1, A2, A3), where N is any whole number greater than or equal to 3.

3. The engine of Claim 1, wherein said tertiary operations (50) include one or more of a Three-Way Move With Available
Cancel And Standby Operation (52), a Three-Way Swap With Available Cancel And Standby Operation (53), a
Three-Way Move With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation (54), a Three-Way Swap With Grounded Cancel
And Standby Operation (55), a Three-Way Swap With Move Operation (56), a Three-Way Swap The DW Way
Operation (57), a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Operation (58), a Three-Way Swap And
Cancel Available And Second Operation (59), a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available Operation (60), and a
Three-Way Swap And Cancel Grounded Operation (61).

4. An automated method of repairing airline flight schedules in real time for generating solutions to repair irregularities
in aircraft assignments, scheduling, and routing, said method comprising the steps of:

storing (9) binary operation states representing the time and space feasibility of binary operations (33) comprised
of actions between a grounded aircraft route (G) and plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3), conducted on
said grounded aircraft route (G) and each of said plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3), the grounded and
available aircraft routes each comprising subroutes;
generating time and space feasibility table pairs (IV, V, VI) from feasibility values (gFeas and aFeas) determined
from said binary operations (33), wherein said feasibility values (gFeas and aFeas) define the feasible binary
operations between said grounded aircraft route (G) and said plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) of said
binary operation states; and
performing tertiary operations (50), said tertiary operations being operations used to repair the grounded aircraft
route through actions between said grounded aircraft route (G) and at least two of said plural available aircraft
routes (A1, A2, A3), for which said feasible table pairs (IV, V, VI) have data entries, said tertiary operations (50)
including a three way swap operation (51) between subroutes of said grounded aircraft route (G) and two of
said plural aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) identified by said time and space feasibility tables (IV, V, VI),
wherein said feasibility values (aFeas and gFeas) determined from said binary operations (33) are used to
determine feasibility of said tertiary operations (50).

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein said plural available aircraft routes are three in number.

6. The method of Claim 4, wherein said plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) are four in number.

7. The method of Claim 4, wherein said plural available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) are N in number, where N is any
whole number greater than or equal to 3.

8. The method of Claim 4, wherein said tertiary operation (50) is an N-way swap operation.

9. The method of Claim 4, wherein said tertiary operation (50) is one of a Three-Way Move With Available Cancel And
Standby Operation (52), a Three-Way Swap With Available Cancel And Standby Operation (53), a Three-Way Move
With Grounded Cancel And Standby Operation (54), a Three-Way Swap With Grounded Cancel And Standby
Operation (55), a Three-Way Swap With Move Operation (56), a Three-Way Swap The Dw Way Operation (57), a
Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Operation (58), a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available
And Second Operation (59), a Three-Way Swap And Cancel Available Operation (60), and a Three-Way Swap And
Cancel Grounded Operation (61).

10. The method of Claim 4, wherein said feasible table pairs include two of a Grounded Feasible Swap Table, an
Available Feasible Swap Table, a Standby Available Feasible Move And Cancel Table, a Grounded Feasible Move
Table, a Standby Available Feasible Table, a Standby Grounded Feasible Move And Cancel Table, a Standby
Grounded Feasible Table, a Swap And Cancel Available And Grounded Feasible Table, a Swap And Cancel Available
And Second Feasible Table, a Swap And Cancel Available Feasible Table, and a Swap And Cancel Grounded
Feasible Table.
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11. The method of claim 4, wherein said tertiary operation (50) comprises the steps of:

storing aFeas and gFeas positions determined from binary operations (33) comprised of actions between a
grounded aircraft route (G) and an available aircraft routes (A1, A2, A3) conducted on said grounded aircraft
route and one of said available aircraft routes, and storing an available aircraft index;
repeating the above step for all other available aircraft routes (G); comparing gH,gT fields of gFeas to gH,gT
fields of aFeas for equivalence; comparing idx fields of gFeas to idx fields of aFeas for non-equivalence;
if gH,gT fields match and idx fields do not, rebuild said grounded aircraft route (G) and said available aircraft
routes (A1, A2, A3) by moving stored entries of said aFeas and gFeas positions and said available aircraft index
in the direction of feasiblity among said grounded aircraft route (G) and said available aircraft routes (A1, A2,
A3) to form a first solution;
repeating last three of above steps to form next solutions; and
comparing said first solution and said next solutions to an incumbant solution to select a best solution.

Patentansprüche

1. Automatisierte Echtzeit-Flugzeugoptimierungseinrichtung zur Erzeugung von Lösungen zum Beheben von Unre-
gelmäßigkeiten bzw. Störungen in Flugzeugrouten, welche Folgendes aufweist:

ein Speichersystem (9), in dem binäre Betriebszustände gespeichert sind, welche die zeitliche und räumliche
Ausführbarkeit von binären Operationen (33) darstellen, die aus Handlungen zwischen einer nicht freigegebenen
Flugzeugroute (G), einer Route eines Flugzeugs, die für eine spezifische Zeitperiode nicht freigegeben worden
ist, und einer verfügbaren Flugzeugroute, einer Route eines Flugzeugs, die zur Anwendung in einer Lösung
einer Unregelmäßigkeit bzw. Störung in einem Flugplan verfügbar ist, besteht, die auf einer nicht freigegebenen
Flugzeugroute (G) und mehreren verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) und Tabellen (IV, V, VI) für zeitliche
und räumliche Ausführbarkeit, ausgeführt wird, wobei die nicht freigegebenen und die verfügbaren Flugzeug-
routen jeweils unter Unterrouten aufweisen;
ein Optimierungsserver (1), der eine Flugzeugproblembeschreibung mit Fluginformationen für die nicht zum
Start freigegebene Flugzeugroute (G) und die Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) empfängt,
die verwendet werden können, um eine Lösung zum Beheben der nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) zu
bilden; und
einen Mikroprozessor (5) in elektrischer Verbindung mit dem Speichersystem (9) und dem Optimierungsserver
(1), der die binären Betriebszustände und die Tabellen (IV, V, VI) für zeitliche und räumliche Ausführbarkeit
von dem Speichersystem (9) und die Fluginformationen von dem Optimierungsserver (1) empfängt, um die
Tabellen (IV, V, VI) zur zeitlichen und räumlichen Ausführbarkeit aus den binären Betriebszuständen aufzu-
bauen, die durchführbare binäre Vorgänge anzeigen, wobei Tabellen (IV, V, VI) zur zeitlichen und räumlichen
Ausführbarkeit Ausführbarkeitswerte (aFeas und gFeas) aufweisen, welche die Ausführbarkeit der binären
Operationen (33) zwischen Unterroutinen der nicht zum Start freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und der Vielzahl
von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) definieren,
wobei der Mikroprozessor (5) tertiäre Operationen (50) ausführt, wobei die tertiären Operationen, Operationen
sind, die verwendet werden, um die nicht freigegebene Flugzeugroute durch Handlungen zwischen der nicht
freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und mindestens zwei der Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2,
A3) zu beheben bzw. wiederherzustellen, wobei die tertiären Operationen eine Drei-Wege-Umtausch-Operation
(90) unter den Unterroutinen der nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und zwei der Vielzahl von Flugzeug-
routen (A1, A2, A3) aufweisen, welche in den Tabellen (IV, V, VI) zur zeitlichen und räumlichen Durchführbarkeit
identifiziert wurden,
wobei die Ausführbarkeitswerte (aFeas und gFeas), die aus den binären Operationen (33) bestimmt wurden,
verwendet werden, um zu bestimmen, dass die tertiären Operationen (50) ausführbar sind.

2. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Flugzeugrouten die nicht freigegebene Flugzeugroute (G) und N verfügbare
Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) aufweisen, wobei N irgendeine ganze Zahl größer oder gleich 3 ist.

3. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die tertiären Operationen (50) ein oder mehrere der folgenden Operationen
aufweisen: einen Drei-Wege-Bewegen-Mit-Verfügbaren-Löschen-Und-Warten-Operation (52), eine Drei-Wege-
Tauschen-Mit-verfügbaren-Löschen-und-Warten-Operation (53), eine Drei-Wege-Bewegen-Mit-Nicht-Freigegebe-
nen-Löschen-Und-Warten-Operation (54), eine Drei-Wege-Tauschen-Mit-Nicht-Freigegebenen-Löschen-Und-
Warten-Operation (55), eine Drei-Wege-Tauschen-mit-Bewegen-Operation (56), eine Drei-Wege-Dw-Weg-Umtau-
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schen-Operation (57), eine Drei-Wege-Verfügbare-Und-Nicht-Freigebene-Tauschen-Und-Löschen-Operation (58),
eine Drei-Wege-Verfügbare-und-Zweite-Tauschen-Und-Löschen-Operation (59), eine Drei-Wege-Verfügbare-Tau-
schen-Und-Löschen-Operation (60), und eine Drei-Wege-Nicht-Freigegebene-Tauschen-Und-Löschen-Operation
(61).

4. Automatisiertes Verfahren zum Wiederherstellen von Flugplänen von Fluglinien in Echtzeit zur Erzeugung von
Lösungen zur Wiederherstellung von Unregelmäßigkeiten in Flugzeugzuordnungen, Zeitplänen und Leitplänen,
wobei das Verfahren folgende Schritte aufweist:

Speichern (9) von binären Operationszuständen, welche die zeitliche und räumliche Ausführbarkeit von binären
Operationen (33) darstellen, die aus Handlungen zwischen einer nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und
einer Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) bestehen, die an der nicht freigegebenen Flug-
zeugroute (G) und jeder der Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) ausgeführt werden, wobei
die nicht freigegebenen und die verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten jeweils Unterrouten aufweisen;
Erzeugen von Tabellenpaaren (IV, V, VI) für zeitliche und räumliche Ausführbarkeit aus Ausführbarkeitswerten
(gFeas und aFeas), die aus den binären Operationen (33) bestimmt wurden, wobei die Ausführbarkeitswerte
(gFeas und aFeas) die ausführbaren binären Operationen zwischen der nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute
(G) und der Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) der binären Betriebszustände definieren; und
Ausführen von tertiären Operationen (50), wobei die tertiären Operationen, Operationen sind, die verwendet
werden, um die nicht freigegebene Flugzeugroute durch Handlungen bzw. Aktionen zwischen der nicht freige-
gebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und den mindestens zwei Routen der Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten
(A1, A2, A3) wiederherzustellen, für die Tabellen (IV, V, VI) für zeitliche und räumliche Ausführbarkeit Daten-
einträge haben, wobei die tertiären Operationen (50) eine Drei-Wege-Tausch-Operation (51) zwischen Unter-
routen der nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und zwei der Vielzahl von Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3)
aufweisen, die von den Tabellen (IV, V, VI) zur zeitlichen und räumlichen Ausführbarkeit identifiziert wurden,
wobei die Ausführbarkeitswerte (aFeas und gFeas), die aus den binären Operationen (33) bestimmt wurden,
verwendet werden, um die Ausführbarkeit der tertiären Operationen (50) zu bestimmen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten drei an der Zahl sind.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) vier an der Zahl sind.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Vielzahl von verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) N an der Zahl sind,
wobei N eine ganze Zahl von größer gleich 3 ist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die tertiäre Operation (50) eine N-Wege-Tausch-Operation ist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die tertiäre Operation (50) eine der folgenden Operationen ist: eine Drei-Wege-
Bewegen-Mit-Verfügbaren-Löschen-Und-Warten-Operation (52), eine Drei-Wege-Tauschen-Mit-Verfügbaren-Lö-
schen-Und-Warten-Operation (53), eine Drei-Wege-Bewegen-Mit-Nicht-Freigegebenen-Löschen-Und-Warten-
Operation (54), eine Drei-Wege-Tauschen-Mit-Nicht-Freigegebenen-Löschen-Und-Waten-Operation (55), eine
Drei-Wege-Tauschen-Mit-Bewegen-Operation (56), eine Drei-Wege-Dw-Weg-Umtauschen-Operation (57), eine
Drei-Wege-Verfügbare-Und-Nicht-Freigebene-Tauschen-und-Löschen-Operation (58), eine Drei-Wege-Verfügba-
re-Und-Zweite-Tauschen-Und-Löschen-Operation (59), eine Drei-Wege-Verfügbare-Tauschen-Und-Löschen-Ope-
ration (60), und eine Drei-Wege-Nicht-Freigegebene-Tauschen-Und-Löschen-Operation (61).

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Tabellenpaare für Ausführbarkeit zwei der folgenden Tabellen aufweisen:
eine Nicht-Freigebene-Ausführbare-Wechseln-Tabelle, eine Verfügbare-Ausführbare-Wechseln-Tabelle, eine War-
ten-Verfügbare-Ausführbare-Bewegen-Und-Löschen-Tabelle, eine Nicht-Freigegebene-Ausführbare-Bewegen-
Tabelle, eine Warten-Verfügbare-Ausführbare-Tabelle, eine Warten-Nicht-Verfügbare-Ausführbare-Bewegen-Und-
Löschen-Tabelle, eine Warten-Nicht-Freigegebene-Ausführbare-Tabelle, eine Verfügbare-Und-Nicht-Freigegebe-
ne-Ausführbare-Wechseln-und-Löschen-Tabelle, eine Verfügbare-Und-Zweite-Ausführbare-Wechseln-Und-Lö-
schen-Tabelle, eine Verfügbare-Ausführbare-Wechseln-Und-Löschen-Tabelle, und eine Nicht-Freigegebene-Aus-
führbare-Wechseln-Und-Löschen-Tabelle.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die tertiäre Operation (50) folgende Schritte aufweist:

Speichern von aFeas- und gFeas-Positionen, die durch binäre Operationen (33) bestimmt wurden, die aus
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Handlungen zwischen einer nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2,
A3) aufweisen, die an der nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute und einer der verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten aus-
geführt wurden, und Speichern eines Verfügbares-Flugzeug-Index;
Wiederholen des obigen Schrittes für alle anderen verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (G); Vergleichen von gH,gT-
Feldern von gFeas mit gH,gT-Feldern von aFeas bezüglich einer Äquivalenz; Vergleichen von idx-Feldern von
gFeas mit idx-Feldern von aFeas bezüglich einer nicht vorhandenen Äquivalenz;
falls gH,gT-Felder passen und idx-Felder nicht passen, erneutes Aufbauen der nicht freigegebenen Flugzeug-
route (G) und der verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) durch Bewegen von gespeicherten Einträgen der
aFeas- und gFeas-Positionen und des Verfügbares-Flugzeug-Index in Richtung der Ausführbarkeit aus der
nicht freigegebenen Flugzeugroute (G) und den verfügbaren Flugzeugrouten (A1, A2, A3) um eine erste Lösung
zu bilden;
Wiederholen von mindestens drei der obigen Schritte, um nächste Lösungen zu bilden; und
Vergleichen der ersten Lösung und der nächsten Lösungen mit einer vorherrschenden bzw. stärkeren Lösung,
um eine beste Lösung auszuwählen.

Revendications

1. Moteur d’optimisation automatique en temps réel pour générer des solutions pour remédier à des irrégularités dans
des plans de vol d’avions, comprenant :

un système de mémoire (9) ayant en mémoire des états d’opérations binaires représentant la faisabilité dans
le temps et dans l’espace d’opérations binaires (33), constituées d’actions entre un plan de vol d’avion bloqué
au sol (G), un plan de vol d’avion qui a été bloqué au sol pendant une période temporelle particulière, et un
plan de vol disponible, un plan de vol d’un avion qui est disponible pour utilisation dans une solution à des
irrégularités de plan de vol, conduites sur un plan de vol d’avion bloqué au sol (G) et plusieurs plans de vols
disponibles (A1, A2, A3) et des tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace (IV, V, VI), les plans de vols
bloqués au sol et disponibles comprenant chacun des sous-plans de vol ;
un serveur d’optimisation (1) recevant une spécification de problème d’avion comportant des informations de
vol pour le plan de vol bloqué au sol (G), la pluralité de plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3) qui peut être
utilisée pour former une solution pour remédier au plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) ; et
un microprocesseur (5) en communication électrique avec le système de mémoire (9) et le serveur d’optimisation
(1), et recevant les états d’opérations binaires et les tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace (IV, V,
VI) à partir du système de mémoire (9), et lesdites informations de vol à partir du serveur d’optimisation (1)
pour construire les tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace (IV, V, VI) à partir des états d’opérations
binaires indiquant des opérations binaires faisables, les tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace (IV,
V, VI) comprenant des valeurs de faisabilité (aFeas et gFeas) définissant la faisabilité des opérations binaires
(33) entre des sous-plans de vol du plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et de la pluralité de plans de vol disponibles
(A1, A2, A3),
le microprocesseur (5) réalisant des opérations tertiaires (50), les opérations tertiaires étant des opérations
utilisées pour remédier au plan de vol bloqué au sol par l’intermédiaire d’actions entre les plans de vols bloqués
au sol (G) et au moins deux des plans de vol de la pluralité de plans de vols disponibles (A1, A2, A3), les
opérations tertiaires comprenant une opération de permutation à trois voies (90) entre des sous-plans de vol
du plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et deux des plans de vol de la pluralité de plans de vol (A1, A2, A3), identifiées
par les tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace (IV, V, VI),
dans lequel les valeurs de faisabilité (aFeas et gFeas) déterminées à partir des opérations binaires (33) sont
utilisées pour déterminer que les opérations tertiaires (50) sont faisables.

2. Moteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les plans de vol comprennent le plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et N
plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3), N étant un nombre entier quelconque supérieur ou égal à 3.

3. Moteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les opérations tertiaires (50) comprennent une ou plusieurs des opé-
rations suivantes : une Opération à Trois Voies de Déplacement Avec Disponible Annulation Et Mise En Attente
(52), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Avec Disponible Annulation Et Mise En Attente (53), une Opération
à Trois Voies de Déplacement Avec Bloqué Au Sol Annulation Et Mise En Attente (54), une Opération à Trois Voies
de Permutation Avec Bloqué Au Sol Annulation Et Mise En Attente (55), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation
Avec Mouvement (56), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation de Voie Dw (57), une Opération à Trois Voies
de Permutation Et Annulation Disponible Et Bloqué Au Sol (58), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Et
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Annulation Disponible Et Deuxième (59), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Et Annulation Disponible (60),
et une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Et Annulation Bloqué Au Sol (61).

4. Procédé automatique de réparation de plan de vol aérien en temps réel pour générer des solutions pour remédier
à des irrégularités dans des affectations, des planifications et des plans de vol d’avions, le procédé comprenant les
étapes suivantes:

mémoriser (9) des états d’opérations binaires représentant la faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace d’opé-
rations binaires (33) constituées d’actions entre un plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et plusieurs plans de vol
disponibles (A1, A2, A3), conduites sur le plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et chacun de la pluralité de plans de
vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3), les plans de vol bloqué au sol et disponibles comprenant chacun des sous-plans
de vol ;
générer des paires de tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans l’espace (IV, V, VI) à partir de valeurs de
faisabilité (gFeas et aFeas) déterminées à partir desdites opérations binaires (33), les valeurs de faisabilité
(gFeas et aFeas) définissant les opérations binaires faisables entre le plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et la pluralité
de plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3) des états d’opérations binaires ; et
réaliser des opérations tertiaires (50), les opérations tertiaires étant des opérations utilisées pour réparer les
plans de vol bloqués au sol par l’intermédiaire d’actions entre le plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et au moins deux
des plans de vol de la pluralité de plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3), pour lesquels les paires de tables
faisables (IV, V, VI) ont des entrées de données, les opérations tertiaires (50) comprenant une opération de
permutation à trois voies (51) entre des sous-plans de vol du plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et de deux plans de
vol de la pluralité de plans de vol (A1, A2, A3) identifiés par les tables de faisabilité dans le temps et dans
l’espace (IV, V, VI),
dans lequel les valeurs de faisabilité (aFeas et gFeas) déterminées à partir des opérations binaires (33) sont
utilisées pour déterminer la faisabilité des opérations tertiaires (50).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la pluralité de plans de vol disponibles est au nombre de 3.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la pluralité de plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3) est au nombre
de quatre.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la pluralité de plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3) est au nombre
de N, N étant un nombre entier quelconque supérieur ou égal à 3.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’opération tertiaire (50) est une opération de permutation à N voies.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’opération tertiaire (50) est l’une des opérations suivantes :

une Opération à Trois Voies de Déplacement Avec Disponible Annulation Et Mise En Attente (52), une Opération
à Trois Voies de Permutation Avec Disponible Annulation Et Mise En Attente (53), une Opération à Trois Voies
de Déplacement Avec Bloqué Au Sol Annulation Et Mise En Attente (54), une Opération à Trois Voies de
Permutation Avec Bloqué Au Sol Annulation Et Mise En Attente (55), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation
Avec Déplacement (56), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Voie Dw (57), une Opération à Trois Voies
de Permutation Et Annulation Disponible Et Bloqué Au Sol (58), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation
Et Annulation Disponible Et Deuxième (59), une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Et Annulation Disponible
(60), Et une Opération à Trois Voies de Permutation Et Annulation Bloqué Au Sol (61).

10. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les paires de tables faisables comprennent deux des tables suivantes :
une Table Permutation Bloqué au Sol Faisable, une Table Permutation Disponible Faisable, une Table Déplacement
Et Annulation Mise En Attente Disponible Faisable, une Table Déplacement Bloqué Au Sol Faisable, une Table
Mise En Attente Disponible Faisable, une Table Déplacement Et Annulation Mise En Attente Bloqué Au Sol Faisable,
une Table Mise En Attente Bloqué Au Sol Faisable, une Table Permutation Et Annulation Disponible Et Bloqué Au
Sol Faisable, une Table Permutation Et Annulation Et Deuxième Disponible, une Table Permutation Et Annulation
Disponible Faisable, une Table Permutation Et Annulation Bloqué Au Sol Faisable.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’opération tertiaire (50) comprend les étapes suivantes :

mémoriser des positions aFeas et gFeas déterminées à partir d’opérations binaires (33) constituées d’actions
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entre un plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et des plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3), conduites sur le plan de vol
bloqué au sol et l’un des plans de vol disponibles, et mémoriser un index d’avion disponible ;
répéter l’étape précédente pour tous les autres plans de vol disponibles (G) : comparer des champs gH, gT de
gFeas à des champs gH, gT de aFeas pour une équivalence ; comparer des champs idx de gFeas à des champs
idx de aFeas pour une non-équivalence ;
si les champs gH, gT concordent et les champs idx ne concordent pas, reconstruire le plan de vol bloqué au
sol (G) et les plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3) en déplaçant des entrées mémorisées des positions aFeas
et gFeas et l’index d’avion disponible dans la direction de faisabilité parmi le plan de vol bloqué au sol (G) et
les plans de vol disponibles (A1, A2, A3) pour former une première solution ;
répéter les trois dernières des étapes précédentes pour former des solutions suivantes ; et
comparer la première solution et les solutions suivantes à une solution en place pour sélectionner la meilleure
solution.
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